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Abstract 

 
Managing a movie production requires the ability to generate proper strategies and business models, 

which respect the typical features of creative products. The aim of this thesis is to understand how 

independent productions deal with the typical uncertainty of the market, succeeding in the movie-

making process in condition of scarcity of resources. This research focuses on a qualitative primary 

case study based on the Italian independent production Fabulae and on the production phase of its 

first episode Who’s afraid of the big wolf?. Other independent productions have been analysed as 

secondary case studies in order to obtain good insights on the subject from different experiences. All 

the data have been gathered through direct observations and interviews. A dual point of view has also 

been used to analyse the primary case study in order to give major insights for our research. 

 

This initial discussion has been focused on a literature review aimed to explain the most important 

stages of the movie-making process and the changes brought by technology. Focusing on the movie-

making process, the study highlights the importance of technological advantages for independents. 

The democratization of this sector has made it possible to generate audio-visual products in an easier 

and cheaper way, influencing both the production and distribution stages of the movie-making 

process. Although the technological changes reduced the entry barriers in the movie industry and all 

the expenses necessary to make a movie, fixed costs are to be considered incisive also in low-cost 

productions. The research show that business models can be essential for independents in order to 

clarify their intentions with their movies and find the best way to deal with their creative, passion-

driven projects, especially when resources are not easily accessible. 

 

The conclusion of our research demonstrates through our findings that independent filmmakers 

overcome all the limits brought by the lack of human, technical and economic resources by a 

combination of elements that can be brought together by the passion that moves all their actions. Even 

if the conditions are not in their favour, independents are moved by a deep desire to tell a story and 

to express themselves through their movie. 
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The Independent Journey in the Movie-making Process                                                                       

 

Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 
1.1 Introduction 

The 30rd of June 1999 is a remarkable date for the Movie Industry. This is when the movie "The 

Blair Witch Project" was released by two film school graduates in their mid-twenties, Eduardo 

Sánchez and Daniel Myrick, and started a revolution in the Do It Yourself (DIY) cinema. In fact, 

this was the first low budget movie who premiered at the Sundance Film Festival and became an 

unpredicted success. The movie was made with a $22,000 budget and an anonymous cast, and 

became one of the most profitable independent movie of all time, making $10,000 for every $1 

spent, and marking an important step in the history of horror movies (Utichi, 2009). The reason of 

this success also lies in the fact that, besides being a good quality movie, attention to the market 

has been applied since the beginning.  

 

This is an important example to understand how the Film Industry changed over time. Filmmaking 

has always been known for its creative and artistic contribution contingent on an abundant 

economic presence. Indeed, before the advent of Internet this business was considered a very 

expensive form of art (Levison, 2004), inaccessible for independents, who do not have a lot of 

money to produce it, or to succeed in it. Part of the problem depends also on the fact that 

independents do not consider their movies as commercial products, because of the wrong 

association people make between commercial and the idea of “with no regarding for quality” 

(Levison, 2004, p. 4). Furthermore, filmmaking requires a huge capital investment and cinematic 

creativity is not positively correlated with the size of the film’s budget (Simonton, 2005). Well-

planned productions, on the other hand, are “prepared for sale” (Levison, 2004, p. 4), 

demonstrating that to gain visibility on the market, a company needs an accurate business plan, 

which does not sacrifice the creativity of the product. Since the birth of the Film Industry, 

technology has proven to be one of the most revolutionary element in movie making: it started as 

an application of scientific principles to photographic reproduction of reality and then, it 

transformed and revolutionised the entire movie production. Nowadays, the novelty in the field is 

the digital cinema with radical changes brought by the introduction of digital technologies in all 

the key stages of the realisation of a movie: production, distribution, promotion/exhibition. New 
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principles drive this new cinema: more freedom for the producers, reduction of costs, new uses of 

time and light, no need of expensive high tech products to shot the movie. 

 

In this new panorama, making a movie has become more and more accessible and has allowed a 

much wider group of people to realize audio-visual products. The digitalization of the field has 

therefore democratized movie production: a digital camera and a computer can be enough to realize 

a movie. New possibilities lead many people with no experience in the field to try to create different 

kind of audio-visuals such as short movies, series, full-length movies, small and bigger production 

for the web. The web works as a free, direct and user-friendly distribution channel to give visibility 

to any product. Telecommunications and computer technologies are offering new formats and 

opportunities; independents are pioneers in exploring them, in particular because they have 

possibilities to innovate and adapt without huge investments (Cicchetti, 1995). This revolution 

naturally generates a reflection whether movie making can become a thoroughly and routinely 

democratized field of activity, something anyone can assess and participate in, not only the rarefied 

domain of a particular kind of company.  

 

Our interest in studying this field, its developments and changes comes from our passion in movies 

and their production processes. The movie, and all its production aspects, is indeed a clear example 

of a creative product where artistic and economic interests need to be continuously balanced and 

integrated (A. Jäckel, 2003). 

 

In the past few years, we participated in some independent productions, characterised by a low 

budget and the minimum equipment necessary to shoot, the main resource being a group of very 

passionate persons working together. These experiences enhanced our interest in the field that we 

decided to better understand through a deep analysis.  

 

This thesis aims to analyse independent low and zero budget productions, understanding how a 

team of young people is able to overcome the lack of economic and technical resources needed to 

make a movie. Based on a field study and realised through the direct observation of the events, the 
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focus of the analysis is on the crucial moments from the idea generation, development, going 

further into all its economic and managerial aspects. 

 

When first structuring our thesis, we decided to give an overview of the key stages of a movie 

production considering all the activities involved, the financial requirements and the strategies 

needed. Firstly, the analysis of the production, distribution and promotion is made without 

considering the new aspects that have been brought with the introduction of digital technologies. 

Then, since the aim of our project is to understand how independent movie industries adapt their 

business model in order to face the democratization of the field, we also considered how digital 

technologies and especially Internet reshape the movie industry. This is the first step in trying to 

understand how independent movie industries adapt their business model to this revolution.  

 

The potential of these new technologies is not only about the cost reduction they allow in the movie-

making process; technologies also have a crucial role in the development of the entire business 

structure. With more attention to the case of Independent Producers, the ones that more than others 

need this revolution, we describe the characteristics that make a movie “independent” and the 

difficulties independents face because of the high entry barriers built by the seven Majors. 

 

1.2 Research Question 

The continuous progress of technologies and the birth of Internet enabled the reduction of the entry 

barriers in the Film Industry and enhanced the entrance of new players in the field. Although 

independent low-cost movie production is becoming a more and more popular phenomenon, many 

incisive costs still affect the movie-making process and require the ability to generate proper 

strategies in collecting the necessary resources and to reduce fixed costs at minimum rates. 

 

Making any movie, no matter which availability the producer has in terms of budget, resources or 

network, “involves the blending of the right talent, money, management, technology, creativity, 

and a bit of luck” (S. Young et al., 2008). This thesis wants to investigate which crucial factors 

help achieving results throughout the production process, trying to understand how the strategic 

combination of short financial, technical and human resources can lead to a successful output. 
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Thus, managing a movie production requires the ability to generate proper strategies and business 

models able to respect the typical features of creative products. Using existing cases as a basis for 

comparison, our analysis aims at providing a clear picture of strategies and business models 

required to succeed in this field. 

 

It is now important to establish a main direction for this research, elaborating a research question 

as a main guide. Through our reflections and first observations, we developed the following 

research question: 

 

How and how successfully does an independent low or zero budget productions overcome the lack 

of economical, technical and human resources needed to succeed in the movie-making process?   

 

Finding an answer for this question entails a lot of research and field study, which can be further 

directed by a set of sub-questions relevant to the case.  

 

What makes these kinds of productions different from traditional ones? Is it possible to apply and 

use a traditional business model on a low-cost, independent movie production that lacks the 

resources that a traditional production has? 

 

Traditional movie productions have developed business models based on the management of four 

main phases: pre-production, production, post-production and distribution. An accurate business 

model is crucial for any company to gain success. However, independents often lack the amount 

of money to implement all the phases mentioned. Although there are similarities between a Major 

and an Independent production, can a traditional business model be applied to an independent, low-

cost movie production, which deals with a higher level of uncertainty and with the lack of the 

typical resources that traditional productions need? Which new strategies are needed to make it 

work? How can traditional business models be adapted to these forms of creative products? Which 

are the crucial elements that help bringing the project to life? 
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By working on this research according to the main lines given by these questions, we try to create 

a relevant set of result to elaborate and eventually shape our answer. 

 

1.3 Structure 

This thesis research is structured in six main blocks: 

 

First, we introduce the main topic and field, explaining the reasons why we have decided to analyse 

this subject and presenting the research question.  

 

Second, a theoretical framework outlines the main aspects and logics of the field. It includes the 

description of the three main phases of the movie making process (production, distribution, 

promotion/exhibition) and how they are influenced and changed by technological advances. We 

mainly focus on the production phase and its sub-stages: idea generation, idea development, pre-

production, production, post-production.  

 

Third, the methodology chapter includes the presentations of the research practices used in data 

collection and information development, presenting and describing the phases of our research 

project. It helps understanding our path toward the final answer. 

 

Forth, after describing the field and the production phases, we move to the field study, first 

introducing and then analysing the movie making process we have directly experienced. The 

production in object is part of a bigger project called “Fabulae”, independently developed by a 

group of alumni and friends passionate about the Film Industry. We try to describe this process in 

detail and, taking advantage of our dual point of view, we try to analyse with objectivity some of 

its main aspects that can help shaping our final answer. This analysis includes the study of cost 

reduction strategies applied and outlines the ways problems have been solved through creativity, 

flexibility and ability to change and adapt.  

 

Fifth, we introduce some practical cases useful to understand how real productions work. This 

section is the result of information gathering from producers, directors or people involved in 
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independent low-cost movie productions that have been able to be distributed either through the 

web or through other channels. This part is meant to enlighten some of the main strategies used to 

overcome the lack of resources. 

 

We finally move to findings and conclusion, crucial paragraphs where we elaborate, according to 

the previous results and considerations, our answer to the research question. 

 

1.4 Delimitations 

Considered the breadth of the field we are approaching through this thesis, some borders need to 

be put to the studies. It is also relevant to notice that us being directly involved in this case study 

affects our vision providing, at the same time, a precise direct observation and a bias point of view. 

We therefore present here three main delimitations defining the parameters of this investigation.  

 

a. First, it is useful to explain some of the reasons that drove us into this research and 

unavoidably influenced it, highlighting in particular the personal motivation and interest we 

developed towards the Film Industry. Our involvement in the field, as well as our background, 

affect our approach to the research. We are two cinema enthusiastic who wanted to have a deeper 

understanding of the film industry’s mechanisms by approaching the subject from a managerial 

perspective. We both graduated from Bocconi University with a Bachelor’s Degree in Economics 

and Management in Arts, Culture and Communication; there we had the chance to enlarge our 

knowledge of the Film Industry and production, also through hands-on experience. Furthermore, 

attending the Master of Social Sciences in Management of Creative Business Processes at CBS, 

we had the chance to learn more about the industry by attending important workshops and lectures 

about movie production. Our academic background allowed us to acquire the necessary knowledge 

behind the management of creative industries, so as to apply the theories studied to a real case, 

transforming words into experiences. Finally, an easy understanding of why we chose this topic is 

demonstrated by our personal reasons: 

"I have been contacted by a group of friends I had previously shared creative experiences with. We 

used to be part of the student-managed web TV of our university in Milan, where we had the 

opportunity to work on different projects from journalism, to entertainment, to short movies. Our 
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strong passion and interest in this practice strengthened our friendship as well; we therefore kept 

in touch after the end of our studies. When a new idea came up, suggested by one of the members, 

almost the whole team agreed on participating to the realization of the project. I followed the idea 

generation phase and started working on its development, realising how the ability to combine 

creative, managerial and strategic skills was crucial for the success of the production. I have 

therefore decided to involve Valentina in the observation of this process, asking her to provide 

critical and creative points of view. Considering the interest we both have for this field and the 

nature of our previous studies, we started recognising inside the production process several aspects 

studied during our master lectures. Having previously shared research projects, it has been very 

intriguing since the beginning for us to work on this very challenging one.”  

 

Bianca 

 

“I always wanted to be part of a movie production. I wanted to learn from my direct experience 

what it takes to succeed as independent. When I have been contacted to be part of this project, I 

was happy to help with my knowledge and my perspective, while enjoying a direct experience in 

a production process. My deep interest in the Film Industry gave me the motivation to use this 

wonderful experience as the main research topic for my thesis.” 

 

Valentina 

 

Being part of this Italian independent low-budget production helped us understanding all the facets 

behind the process, showing that the lack of money and resources is not the only problem on the 

way. A relevant aspect of this research is the dual nature of the analysis, which is both internal and 

external, allowing a deeper understanding of the production process enriched on one hand by the 

direct experience and, on the other hand, by an external, critical and objective point of view. 

Working together on this thesis research has two main effects: the opportunity to conduct a deeper 

research and, at the same time, the possibility of enriching the analysis with a wider range of 

experiences, knowledge and points of view. Furthermore, our practical case gives us empirical 
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evidences of how a movie idea is generated and how it grows; indeed, we decided our thesis topic 

while working at the script breakdown, few weeks before the start of shootings. 

 

b. It is important to advise that we mainly focus our research on the development phase, 

giving particular attention to those stages -production, distribution and promotion- where an 

abstract idea is generated and strategies and resources are built and developed to transform the idea 

into something real. Being the theory and work behind a movie production a too wide subject to 

be properly analysed with this research, we decided to focus on development, a very rich and 

interesting phase where basis are made for all the next results. Indeed, this partial analysis, does 

not ignore the implications the decisions made in this phase have on the future of a movie and on 

its success on the market.  It is therefore important to highlight that during production all the main 

strategies are developed for the next stages too. Different distribution channels, for example, 

require different formats, which is why distribution and promotion strategies are taken into 

consideration since the very beginning. As stated by the European Commission (1997): 

“development of a film project is crucial to its success, as its future prospect on the international 

markets are heavily dependent on it (…)”. Thus, creative and financial planning for a film project 

must proceed in tandem (A. Jäckel, 2003). Furthermore, being our case still at the development 

stage when we started working on this thesis, we decided it was important to have a focus into 

something that was already happening, in order to have direct correspondences between theory and 

practice.   

 

 

c. Our direct observation allowed for a very broad data collection. For this research, data 

have been selected in order to present and analyse what helps shaping our final answer. Many of 

the decisions and situations the team has been through before, during, and after the shootings will 

not be presented here, in order not to generate too much information and to keep consistency to the 

research question. The reader has to be aware of the fact that a movie production, even though 

independent and low budget, entails many other aspects that will not be analysed here. However, 

we decided to provide a deeper understanding of the production process by organising our ample 

material into a more structured and selective way. 
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Chapter 2 – Theoretical Framework 

 
 2.1 The main logics of the film industry 

The traditional movie industry supply chain, prior to digitalization and the Internet, was controlled 

by seven Major companies (Disney, Fox, MGM, Paramount, Sony, Universal and Warners) that 

accounted for much of the supply of Hollywood films (Caves, 2000). 

 

In the early days of the industry, the Majors were the only ones able to make successful movies 

and to distribute covering all the costs involved in a movie production. They maintained their 

market-dominant position through business strategies based on a strong vertical integration. This 

structure provides a good coordination of the activities, economic efficiency, and the development 

of massive economies of scale in both production and distribution, which create high entry barriers 

for other producers. In fact, even if some independent producers could afford to cover the costs of 

production, the main problem remained the global distribution (Dale, 1997) (Dickson, 2001), 

which unavoidably made them close affiliates or subsidiaries of the Majors.  

 

European film industry has developed measures through the years in order to protect their 

production from their biggest competitor, American movies. Incentives and quotas have been often 

given to domestic productions and different co-productions between European countries have been 

activated, also exploiting similar cultures and languages (Jäckel, 2003). Producers tended to create 

cross-border synergies by establishing networks of cooperation and exchange and by mobilising 

capital resources through partnerships (Jäckel, 2003). 

 

The movie business is part of what we call cultural industries: its products are characterized by a 

high level of creativity and deal with an uncertain market, volatile conditions, high risks and high 

level of technical, industrial, commercial and marketing expenses. Films, as cultural goods, present 

the twofold nature of being simultaneously artistic creations and economic products. Creativity, 

innovation and authenticity represent their peculiar features, which are subjected to economic 

efficiency and effectiveness, fundamental dimensions which affect how successfully cultural 

industries can operate (Delmestri et al., 2005). The creative activity requires the ability to combine 
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specified and non substitutable inputs to obtain an output, following what economists call a 

multiplicative production function (Caves, 2000). The final product depends on a set of human, 

financial and material resources: every film work is the result of a collaborative effort (Pardo, 2010) 

that requires huge amount of money as well as a combination of many different tasks. Complex 

creative products like movies proceed in stages, “with costs at each stage completely sunk when 

the products move to the next stage” (Caves 2000, p.3). The film production process follows three 

key stages - each of them requiring a combination of creative, managerial and strategic skills - : 

production, distribution and promotion/exhibition. “Film production, distribution and exhibition 

are complex, non-linear processes involving a multiplicity of organizations and individuals. 

Among them, the producer is a film’s business project leader” (Hadida, 2009, p.299).  

  

2.2 The film production process 

2.2.1 Production 

The production phase of a project can be divided in four main stages: development, pre-production, 

production and post-production.  

 

The development stage starts with the idea generation and the analysis of its feasibility. It involves 

the conception and its writing, as well as first considerations about budgeting and financing 

strategies. The producer plays a key role in this phase in coordinating all the initial moves. First of 

all, he follows the idea generation identifying a property, original or adapted and involving director 

and writers for its adaptation. He also approaches key talents and elaborates a preliminary budget. 

In the development phase, the producer acquires intellectual property of the movie (Young et al., 

2008). During this phase the main creative inputs needed in a film are gathered; they include. actors, 

scriptwriters, director, cinematographer, costumers, production designer, make-up specialists, 

special-effects experts, a composer and an editor (Caves, 2000). Each of them brings different 

creative skills to the work. The director is responsible for the artistic development and influences 

the selection of key creative and technical contributors. The main actors are selected through initial 

castings.  
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The pre-production phase is where all the planning takes place before the filming; this planning 

phase sets the overall vision of the project. First of all, the script breakdown is essential in order to 

understand and list everything is needed for each scene. Every bit of information relative to a single 

scene is marked on a dedicated breakdown sheet. The script breakdown produces a stripboard in a 

chronological order, which gives a clear overview of the settings and the weights of the script. 

Basic information for each scene concern location, time of the day, length, number of actors to 

match, props needed. Films are always shot out-of-sequence, meaning that scene 1 could be shot 

on the last day of the schedule and scene 78 on the first. The chronologic stripboard is the first step 

to start thinking about the best planning for the film. Once the number of shooting days is defined, 

the board can be arranged considering the parameter factors and the average pages and minutes per 

day. This actual production plan defines the scheduling of the movie and indicates day, timing, 

actors involved and expected working length for each scene. Arranging a board requires analytic 

skills and flexibility. The team keeps making changes and working on the production board even 

after the production has started. 

 

Another fundamental step of pre-production includes storyboarding, which is the conversion of a 

script or idea into a working storyboard with illustrations that supports director and camera 

operators during the filming. Locations for shootings are selected and for each scene all props 

needed are gathered. Pre-production also includes final castings, definition and signing of contracts 

and deals. Generally, once funding and talents are secured, the production phase starts. 

The production phase is the actual moment when shooting takes place. Part of the crew is often 

recruited only at this stage, for tasks directly related to the set. The work on the set is usually 

structured according to rules established by the production team and everything needs to follow 

what have been defined in the planning and schedules. Dressing, lightening and set construction 

are part of this stage as well and are often scheduled in advance, according to their complexity. 

Final rehearsals, supervised by the director, often take place on the set before the shooting. The 

period of shootings is different from one movie to another and is also influenced by the quality and 

the amount of gears that the crew can access, the complexity of the script and the special effects 

involved. The directing style can influence this duration as well. In big production, usually the 

scenes filmed each day are sent to the film lab for development into ‘dailies’ so that each day’s 
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shooting can be reviewed during the production of the movie. The ‘dailies’ allow the movie 

producers to monitor day by day the creation of the movie. (Zhu, 2001).  

 

The post production phase begins after all the footage has been captured. The film is assembled 

and edited starting from the definition of the best takes, which have already been selected on the 

set right after the shooting of each of them. Graphics can be added along with images, music, colour 

correction and special effects. When needed, dubbing is done in this phase and added to the scenes. 

Throughout production stages, the producer and the people in charge of financial management 

define a production budget and search for fundings according the effective and expected costs. 

Financing can be problematic if the producer does not have any pact or agreement with a studio. 

Thus, when no distribution deals are guaranteed, the production company or team needs to obtain 

initial financing from other sources (Vogel, 2007). This issue is particularly evident in European 

film industry where investment levels vary significantly between territories and there is no typical 

structure for financing film production (Jäckel, 2003). Most European films are financed through 

a combination of public and private sources and are usually medium-budget films, in comparison 

to Hollywood ones. They can be subsidized by the State and by the European Union, and receive 

public financing from the Ministry of Arts and Culture if recognized to have cultural interest 

(Delmestri et al., 2005) 

 

2.2.2 Distribution 

The role of the distributors is to take the movie to the public. The commercial exploitation of the 

movie starts when the distributor buys the rights and starts making contractual arrangements 

(Caves, 2000). According to Hadida (2009), distributors are films’ wholesalers: they set release 

dates and negotiate with exhibitors, which can in this perspective be considered retailers, to arrange 

screen space. The distributor has to choose the right strategy to distribute the movie, deciding the 

type of movie launch he wants to activate and defining all the aspects of the theatrical release. The 

marketing department has the crucial role of communicating and promoting the movie, valorising 

its most appealing aspects and strategically influencing its success. The positioning allows a clear 

definition of the movie’s identity and works as the starting point for publicity and promotion. 
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Lastly, before the end of a film’s theatrical exhibition, distributors also release it on several 

ancillary markets, including DVD, pay per view, cable and network television and secured 

websites. 

 

As intermediaries do in traditional businesses, film distributors tend to activate strategic 

relationships with both production companies and the retailers, contracting repeatedly with the 

same entities to which they can offer preferential treatment (Hadida, 2009). 

 

However, critics have raised concerns that, since distribution is in the hands of a few large 

companies, opportunities are low for the general public to see auteur movies or other productions 

not distributed by big companies (Young et al., 2008). From these considerations, the concern that 

independent filmmakers should be given more opportunities to showcase their works (ibidem). A 

good option for this is given by film festivals, which “provide a context for the  distribution of films 

outside the conventional parameters of commercial exhibition” (Jäckel, 2003, p.98). It is important 

to specify that, even though festivals represent the equivalent of a parallel distribution circuit, 

showing films at festivals means taking the big risks of either finding buyers or being “killed by 

unkind reviews” (Jäckel, 2003, p.98).  

 

2.2.3 Promotion/Exhibition 

As mentioned, the promotion of the movies requires the ability to communicate to audiences 

through advertising. If well realised, promotion can strongly influence the final success of the film 

and the critics. This final stage mostly entails the exhibition of the movie to a paying audience. The 

exhibitors have the possibility to show the movies in more than one theatre, they can sell tickets 

directly to the audience and offer complementary services. The box office revenue is split between 

the distributor and exhibitor on a formula basis that leaves a smaller percentage to the second one. 

This is why, for exhibitors, bar and extra revenues are crucial. 
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The first channel for movie exhibition is the theatrical release. Then, after few months, the movie 

is distributed through Home Video and DVD, or private television channels. The last exhibitor is 

the Free TV. 

 

In conclusion, each stage involves different types of entities and individuals that participate in the 

value chain. The competition includes vertically integrated major studios, independent production 

companies, independent distributors, exhibition chains and art houses. As explained above, Studios 

can gain monopolistic power when simultaneously engaged in the four distinct functions: 

financing, producing, distributing, and advertising (Vogel, 2007) (Squire, 2004). 

 

 

2.3 Film Crew: The Role System 

“Film projects are organized around enduring, structured role systems at industry level” (Hadida, 

2009, p.300). In the movie making process the participation of a crew, working and specialized 

into the different departments, is vital to obtain a good final result. In fact, “a film is a complex 

project that requires the coordination and integration of a wide range of different specialized skills” 

(Miller et al., cited in Delmestri et al., 2005, p. 979) and all the abilities and talents of those who 

share the same vision of the filmmaker. The competences and knowledge of a crew are fundamental 

for the movie’s success (Delmestri et al., 2005). Furthermore, a crew is composed by people with 

different backgrounds, whose tasks vary from technical, to managerial, strategic, artistic and 

creative. This peculiarity makes recruiting a very important moment, where all the human resources 

which will contribute to the creation of the final product are selected and put together as a team. 

 

Some people, such as the director, the producer and the core team members are active throughout 

the majority of the stages involved in the development and production. Other roles are specific and 

can be further distinguished between above-the-line personnel, those members of the crew who are 

involved in the project from the development stage, and below-the-line, the personnel involved at 

the moment of production.  
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Roles and their responsibilities may vary according to the type of production. Independents, for 

example, do not have enough money to hire all the people involved in Hollywood movies. It is also 

important to notice that independent movies always deal with less special effects and the amount 

of people needed for the realisation tend to be much lower. Furthermore, another impact of 

technological advances is clearly visible in the reduction of people needed on the set, since many 

tasks can be covered by the same person. However, every production needs to be based on main 

roles distinction. More complex productions have much more people and roles involved, while 

smaller and lower-budget ones usually base their work on the main human resources needed. It is 

also interesting to notice how roles interpretation differs between different countries, and is 

influenced by the way movie making is perceived, either as a commercial practice or as a creative 

and artistic one. In Italian and independent filmmaking, as the following cases and interviews 

clearly show, the director is often considered the film’s author, responsible for all the project’s 

phases and leader of the project group; in Hollywood, by contrast, producers play a much more 

prominent role in the filmmaking process (Delmestri et al., 2005). In order to clarify the main roles 

involved in every movie production, we are now listing them and briefly explaining their 

responsibilities. According to the structure elaborated by the National Skill Development 

Corporation about the human resources and skills required in Media & Entertainment Industry 

Sector (2009), we are dividing the roles according to the stages they are involved in.  

 

The pre-production phase include the following roles: 

 

Producer 

“Central to creating any movie is the producer” (Young et al., 2008, p. 29) who has the control of 

the entire production and is contractually responsible for the completion of the movie within 

established financial, location and time constraints and for estimating its commercial success 

(Hadida, 2009).  

 

It is the person who is involved in the project from the beginning to the end and who can be 

considered the chief of the staff, since he is in charge of hiring all the people of the crew including 

directors, artists and technical staff. 
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One of the main tasks of the producer is to organize the development of the film, starting from an 

active participation in the pre-production phase, where he is responsible for assembling the 

screenplay, cast and crew (Jäckel, 2005). Once the filming starts, the role of the producer is to 

supervise and oversees the smooth running of film until it is completed and delivered to the 

distributor (Jäckel, 2005). However, the producer needs also to take care of the budgeting and the 

balancing of costs, raising finances in order to make the film. 

 

Scriptwriter 

In pre-production, the creative stage starts with the scriptwriter, who writes the written version of 

the movie: the screenplay or script. It can be either an original idea or the adaptation of existing 

pieces of writing. The script writer can be hired by the producer to write a screenplay following 

given specifications, using his ability to tell and bring the story line alive. He can also try to pitch 

a finished script to a potential producer. Usually, screenplays can be changed during the filming to 

adapt the movie to the context. 

 

Director 

The director can be considered as an orchestra director. Sometimes his role can be confused with 

the producer, but their tasks need to be distinguished. The director is the creative source behind the 

movie. He guides the technical team in terms of camera angle, lighting, set design, and 

communicates to the actors, with the help of a specific acting assistant, about the way a particular 

shot should be played. The director also advises the director of photography, consults on budgets 

and deals with the external pressures. Usually, he is responsible for the film’s artistic achievement 

(Hadida, 2009) and unifies the components of the film into something unique that follows his vision 

and creativity.  

 

Director of Photography 

The director of photography has some smaller tasks during the pre-production phase and a major 

role during production. During the pre-production, he is in charge of finding the best quality of the 

photography and the visual images of the film, that should have a cinematic look. His knowledge 
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is used to create the perfect atmospheres, moods and visual styles adapting the lighting, cameras 

and lenses to the scene that is being filmed.  

When the filming starts, the director of photography is responsible for all the matters pertaining to 

the photography of the film: lighting, exposure, composition. He may decide the final look of the 

movie following the suggestions of the director.  

 

Executive Producer 

The executive producer is not directly involved in the technical aspects of the movie, but he handles 

its business aspects and all the legal issues related to the filmmaking. 

 

Line Producer 

The line producer manages every person and issue associated with the film. He makes the deals for 

the locations and transportations, orders equipment, gets accommodations for cast and crew and he 

is on set everyday to ensure that the production goes smoothly. 

 

Set Manager/Designer 

The set designer translates visions and ideas of the movie into a set used for filming. He usually 

sketches plans and lists specifications for buildings and places based on a verbal description or on 

rough ideas provided by the art director. He is also in charge of saving money on set, so he will 

design and plan only what the camera can see. 

 

Art Director 

The art director works closely with the set manager ensuring that the location or set looks the same 

way as the production designer visualized it.  

 

Location Manager 

The location manager is responsible for the film location, he scouts out the suitable place for the 

shooting according to the script’s requirement. He also makes arrangements for permissions to 

shoot in specific places. 
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Costume Designer 

The costume designer conceives, draws and designs costumes for the movie. He needs the approval 

of the art director and producer before actually making costumes with the seamstress, the one who 

concretely sews and prepares them.  

 

Make-up Artist 

The make-up artist is the one that directly applies make-up on actors’ skins before filming. During 

breaks a new make-up must be reapplied so that the actor will maintain the same make-up 

throughout the entire filming. 

 

The production phase include the following roles: 

 

Assistant Director 

The assistant director is responsible for tracking the shooting schedule and to keep the production 

on schedule. He is also in charge of the call sheets, which means calling the actors, crew, and the 

logistic support during the shooting. Maintaining the order on set is one of his main tasks, so that 

the director can focus on the creative aspects of the film without considering the technical issues. 

 

Camera Operator 

The camera operator or cameraman is instructed by the director of photography and he is 

responsible for the camera movements and the filming of the movie. 

 

Production Manager  

The production manager supervises the physical aspects of the production, not the creative ones. 

He assists the producer in activities that includes hiring the personnel, technology’s related matters, 

budgeting and scheduling. His role is fundamental for the coordination of film finances, because 

he is the one able to negotiate with different persons for equipments, location and setting properties. 

He also has the responsibility to make sure the filming stays on schedule and within its budget. The 

production manager helps managing the day-to-day operating costs such as salaries, production 

costs, and everyday equipment rental costs. 
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Production Coordinator 

The production coordinator organized all the logistics about renting the equipment, booking talents 

and hiring the crew.  

 

 

Even though the main roles remain the same, the structure of the technical crew varies from film 

to film, depending on the budget and the requirements of the script. 

 

 

2.4 Democratisation of the field brought by technology  

The use of technology in the Film Industry has become increasingly evident in the last decade. The 

industry has always been technology driven (Kerrigan, 2010) gaining both advantages and 

disadvantages from the introduction of new technologies and their availability to the audience. 

Now, just over a century after the revolutionary advent of the first cinematograph, the industry is 

facing a new revolution brought by digitalization: the democratisation of the field. 

 

The process of democratisation started with the decreasing price of the DV cameras, Digital Video 

cameras designed for capturing and storing images in a digital format, and with the introduction of 

new technologies in all the stages of production. This innovation allows producers to make good 

quality movies at reduced costs. Furthermore, technology is making it possible for more content to 

be created by more people, and to be distributed more widely and at lower costs (e.g., via the 

Internet) (Voghel, 2007). The category of producers and filmmakers who mostly benefit from this 

revolution are independents, who can reshape their position into a market that has always been 

dominated by the six Majors. The democratisation is indeed leading a change both in supply and 

demand in movie industry, since “anybody with Internet or a camera can contribute to movie 

production” (Gordon-Levitt, 2015) and create their own products. 

 

In fact, the use of DV cameras among the audience has significantly changed the film industry 

while a new generation of risk-takers and innovative filmmakers are reshaping its logics. In order 

to produce a movie, independents needed to raise huge amounts of money through private or public 
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fundings, but the distribution lied always in the hands of the Majors. The digital revolution gave 

everyone the possibility to produce cinematic images at an affordable price without spending a 

fortune, whilst the classic activities of marketing and distribution still requires a certain amount of 

money if they aim at theatrical distribution.  

Furthermore, digitalisation definitely changed the consumer behaviour on different levels. The 

advertising is different, if in the past the consumer was just silently watching the movie and its 

publicity, now the advertising messages are more active and the consumer can interact and 

contribute in promoting and distributing the product, whether consciously or unconsciously 

(Kerrigan, F., 2010). 

 

Moreover, the process of duplicating and distributing film is getting faster, easier and, most 

importantly, cheaper than ever before. One of the main downsides of this aspect is that film piracy 

is increasing and is seen as a troubling issue threatening the film industry. Pirated copies of the 

movies are available in short time, tempting the consumers to watch them illegally. This habit 

negatively affects money flows related to movie consumption. 

 

Technology is also becoming an integral part of the plot, instead of being just an enhancement of 

the narrative. The digitalisation is bringing significant transformations on each step of the industry 

structure, changing also the division of role inside a production company. As an example, in 

traditional movie production the director could not be considered the absolute creator of the work, 

since he unavoidably needed the help of technical experts to make his ideas come to life. 

Nowadays, directors acquire a lot of experience in dealing with technological advances on the set 

before moving to the leading role, so they can be able to create their movies with a very reduced 

help compared to what they used to need. Consequently, roles are reshaping and the hierarchy has 

been modified. The digitalisation is bringing significant transformations on each step of the 

industry structure, generating new approaches to the organisation, filming, shooting and editing of 

movies.  

 

This new digital scenario always in development requires a change in the business and management 

mentality. The old economy characterised by content scarcity and limits on creation and access, is 
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now being replaced by an economy of abundance, where free access, an almost infinite variety of 

products, customized consumption, content aggregators and search engines are to be considered 

the new value drivers (Pardo, 2012). 

These ascertained facts lead us to the final consideration that the digital revolution has brought 

important benefits to low budget movie producers and amateur filmmakers, who however still have 

a long road to walk before being able to distribute their movies.  

 

Using the same structure described above, we are now briefly analysing how digitalisation has 

influenced each stage of the moviemaking process, identifying its consequent impact on the field 

democratisation. 

  

2.4.1 Digitalized Production 

First of all, digitalization has revolutionized production in its three stages. The introduction of 

digital cameras has lowered the cost of film production and made it accessible for almost everyone. 

The key aspect of this important change is to be found in the introduction of good quality digital 

cameras, available on the market at accessible prices. The direct consequence of this introduction 

is the possibility for almost everyone to learn how to use a camera and produce audiovisual contents 

at very reduced costs. This has been called the “filmmaker guerrilla”, because independents are 

exploiting the economic and aesthetic advantages to produce their own films even with if they 

cannot convince Major Studios or sponsors to fund the project.  

 

Filmmakers nowadays can easily produce a movie using one camera and a computer to save digital 

files and edit them through programs, which can be purchased online. Editing programs are still 

quite expensive, but the investment on their purchase is completely absorbed and cover by the 

dramatic cost reduction on gears, camera operators and editors. Furthermore, anyone can learn how 

to use a camera, how to film or use editing programs only using online tutorials and guides. Many 

filmmakers are creating their own profile not only to share their works but also to teach users or 

potential users how to use cameras and programs, giving tips and sharing their own experience. 

People can therefore avoid paying for courses or manuals, since almost every information can be 
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easily found on the web. It can be argued that these learning methods and practices are not as good 

as the ones a professional videomaker can provide through a course, but the increasing number of 

people making and sharing their movies show how all these new tendencies are opening 

possibilities and experimentation in the field. 

 

Moreover, smartphones are becoming more and more sophisticated and higher quality cameras are 

being incorporated in the most recent models. The Original iPhone Film Festival supports and gives 

visibility to mobile filmmakers coming from all over the world. Smartphones’ video performances 

can also be implemented through softwares and extra equipment such as lenses and handheld 

stabilizer. RYOT, an american media company and news website with a very well developed film 

section, has realised The Painter of Jalouzi, shot entirely on the iPhone 6S. The directors David 

Darg and Bryn Mooser enhanced the quality of the images and sounds through external lenses and 

microphones and realised panoramic shootings using drones. As they said, this use of new 

technologies is revolutionising journalism and filmmaking (ryot.org). 

 

The digitalisation of the shooting equipment is lowering the costs of moviemaking also for bigger 

and more structured productions. However, the quick changing of cameras has also its downsides. 

Fast technical obsolescence renders ten-year-old cameras not efficient if compared to more recent 

ones. The same happens to computers and phones that, after a short time and use, are no longer fast 

and technologically advanced as the new models continuously appearing on the market. Studios 

should invest in products that have a sustainable shelf life, in order not to lose money on products 

that will be obsolete in less than two years.  

 

What is more relevant to highlight for our research, is that technology applied to the production 

stage has given voice to those stories that would have never been noticed before the 

democratization of the industry, and has offered to the independent producers the possibility to find 

an audience to their products. 
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2.4.2 Digitalized Distribution 

Distribution, a phase which usually requires a relevant investment, is one of the stages where the 

digital revolution can be mostly exploited. New distribution possibilities are now on the horizon, 

mainly leveraging on the numerous opportunities given by the Internet. The distribution through 

the Internet is directed to consumers using free online platforms (such as Youtube or Vimeo) or 

subscribed to online distribution platforms and video-on-demand services. On-demand is a 

convenient solution for both the consumer and the production company: the consumer is offered a 

wide selection of content at a reasonable price while the production company has revenues secured 

by subscriptions. As an example, iTunes started selling movies in September 2006 and giving the 

possibility to rent in 2008. Another recent revolutionary innovation is the advent of Netflix that has 

introduced a new distribution channel becoming available in more and more countries all over the 

world. Producers can now release movies directly to the platform itself. The Internet also provides 

an inexpensive distribution method for alternative or independent films and documentaries and 

offers opportunities to young filmmakers to make their product visible to their potential audience. 

Independents have now plenty of opportunities to self-distribute their movies through the Internet.  

 

The digital distribution also entails some drawbacks. One of the most evident is piracy, which has 

proliferated in the last years with the free online distribution of low quality versions of movies. 

This illegal practice reduces revenues that may came from film production (Kerrigan, 2010). 

Another problem is related to the over-supply (McPhillips et al., 2008) of digital content available 

on the web. The wider access to film production and self-distribution has opened opportunities for 

young talents but has also dramatically increased the offer, which is not selected for its quality. 

Bad movies can circulate as easily as good ones, making it difficult for good products to find their 

audience and content that is freely available on the internet might undermine the value of the entire 

proposition (McPhillips et al., 2008). 

 

2.4.3 Digitalized Promotion/Exhibition 

Advertising and publicity through theatrical release has always been the main way to promote the 

movie and increase awareness. In the digital era home distribution is going to be considered the 
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correspondent of theatrical release. One one hand, this will reduce the possibility of reviews in 

mainstream publications, but on the other side the role of bloggers and web newspapers will be 

fundamental, changing the role of the consumers from passive to active. Other opportunities like 

rating movies on websites such as IMDb will also be part of this process in which the consumer is 

personally involved. Consumers are also involved through discussion boards on websites, where 

they can comment, share opinions as well as pictures and ask questions. The Internet provides 

detailed information about movie productions, accessible for free through different platforms and 

databases. Production companies often open dedicated websites or social media fan pages for their 

productions, in order to increase the amount of information and insights available to the audience 

about the movie or series, and to involve the public at a higher level. Independents often use these 

platforms also to collect feedbacks, opinions and suggestions on how to proceed. Producers are 

exploiting social media power to increase awareness around their productions and are enhancing 

their visibility encouraging viewers in sharing their content on their own profiles and walls. This 

new system of spreading the word is becoming a very powerful marketing instrument. 

 

  

2.5 Independents 

Independent filmmaking takes place outside the mainstream system. In a landscape where the 

strong vertically integrated structure of the Majors have evolved over decades creating high entry 

barriers, smaller independent companies have often been severely disadvantaged. Independent 

movies, in a simple way, are defined as “any film made outside the Hollywood studio system” with 

considerations about budget, source of funds, cast, story, distribution, and more (Obenson, 2013, 

Cicchetti, 1995). Sometimes their definition is made according to the source of financing, since an 

independent product can be made at every budget range. Film Independent, the organization that 

sponsors the Film Independent Spirit Awards –the equivalent of Oscar for independent movies- 

defines them by the unique and original core element of the product, according to “uniqueness of 

vision, original, provocative subject matter, economy of means, and percentage of financing from 

independent sources”(Boyle, 2006, p. 178). 
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Independent movies are usually low budget and do not involve any famous actors and special 

effects that help attracting the audience. They also have commercial limits since their producers 

and sponsors usually lack the economic resources needed for big productions and worldwide 

distribution. Some of them use a strategic relationship with the Majors, interested in having 

independent subsidiaries or close affiliations (Cicchetti, 1995), but others still have reduced sources 

as well as limited marketing power. 

 

Having now a general idea of how the movie business is structured, it is easy to understand that 

independents face a continuous struggle to gain market share, considering how risky it is and how 

low are the final rewards. Getting money for an independent producer is never easy. This is also 

why, in order to succeed, it is important to be good at networking, to be reasonable in the 

positioning and to strongly believe in the project. Producers are often forced to surrender most of 

the intellectual property rights to investors and trade partners in order to get the film made (Olsberg, 

2012). 

 

Considering their uncertain situation over these years, with the democratisation coming into the 

picture, the situation for independents is considerably changing. In fact, as explained, the costs of 

production have been drastically reduced by the introduction of cheaper high quality technologies. 

Once shot, the movie can be completed only by the use of a simple computer and without the 

necessity of hiring an expert in editing and post-production activities. However, while the means 

of production may be democratized, financing, traditional distribution, and marketing remain 

difficult to accomplish outside the traditional system. A common solution is relying on film 

festivals to be noticed and, in the best option, create agreements with bigger companies or 

producers. Again, digitalisation and the increasing use of the Internet in the last decade, has allowed 

for relatively inexpensive distribution of independent films on websites and free platforms. With a 

good web marketing strategy and a proper online distribution, independents can get a return on 

investment, instead of spending on distribution activities (Brubaker, 2010). 

 

These considerations show that it might be reductive to describe independent movies according to 

how they are financed. Independent means something related to a “revolution, a shared spirit of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_festival
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_festival
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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frustration, anarchy and apple-cart-upsetting.” (August, 2007). In the contemporary revolution we 

are living, independent filmmakers are in opposition to the studio system (August, 2007) changing 

the market that for too long has been dominated by the Majors. It is interesting to notice that, 

despite the difficulties in gathering the resources needed for production and distribution, 

independents have never given up making their movies, often using specific and cost-reducing 

models. In particular, Independent production model has always served European specificities. The 

most innovative and culturally significant films have often been productions from small 

independent producers (Jäckel, 2003). 

 

 

2.6 Business models and production strategies   

Film has traditionally been a good business and a bad investment (Hollywood's New Model, 2007). 

In fact, even though it requires huge investments, its financial performances are highly 

unpredictable due to its constantly changing market where tastes and preferences vary very quickly 

(Vogel, 2007). Any creative product deals with continuous uncertainty and unpredictability of 

consumers’ reaction (Caves, 2000): it is almost impossible to predict at an early stage the 

commercial success of a new project, especially for movies. The motion picture industry has indeed 

been defined by William Goldman as a “Nobody Knows Anything” business (p. 39). 

 

Despite the elasticity of the supply, given by these products’ ability to promptly react to unexpected 

demand “through dynamic expansion of the length of run” (Vogel, 2010, p. 144) and the number 

of reruns, a proper plan needs to be elaborated in order to reduce risks and to help forecasting 

possible results. The movie industry considers movies as artistic creations, which, as such, cannot 

be subjected to models and schemes (Zufryden, 2004). However, evidences and researches in the 

field show that model approaches have a very positive impact on the release of a movie. As 

mentioned above, it is of crucial importance for producers to prepare themselves for sale through 

an accurate business plan. One of the main reasons behind the failure of a business is the lack of 

attention into planning and marketing activities (Levison, 2004). 
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Business models provide an understanding of companies’ goals and activities by presenting how 

they are structured, how they generate value and what makes them different from other actors in 

the field. A proper business plan is necessary in order to establish the guidelines to be followed 

when pursuing these goals, while also helping establishing new and clearer objectives. A business 

plan needs to be clear and structured enough to provide an immediate picture of the company.  

Especially in the movie industry, it needs to show “the growth and the bottom-line prospect of the 

film company” (Levison, 2004, p.10), while providing all the relevant information that can enable 

effective decision-making. This document helps proceeding with all the production and distribution 

phases and guarantees clearness and transparency: “when you have a path laid out, you have 

guideposts to follow” (Levison, 2004, p.10). Even though it is not a financing vehicle (Cones, 

2011), a well-structured business plan is essential in any activity which involves economic logics, 

and that can potentially raise money. It is a very important instrument to make agreements with 

investors or other entities and possible shareholders (Cones, 2011). Thus, the business plan is what 

a company gives to a potential investor to get a financing. It therefore needs to be able to 

communicate what the company does, how it works and which potentiality it has to grow and be 

profitable. 

 

Even when dealing with higher uncertainty, as filmmakers do, a business plan helps defining the 

organisation and its projects and is the main instrument independents can use in order to attract 

investors. According to Levison (2004), this document is useful to both the investors and the 

independent filmmaker. It needs to be catchy and comprehensive for the investor to be attracted 

and evaluate a project worth investing money. At the same time, it needs to be well structured to 

give directions to the filmmaker and producer’s work: “whether you hope to start a full-fledged 

production company or just make one film, you have to identify who you are, where you are going, 

and how you are going to get there” (Levison, 2004, p.11). 

 

Depending on the company’s decision, a business plan can be simple or sophisticated. However, 

in order to be presented to investors it should always contain a company presentation, the project 

overview, a synopsis of the screenplay, narrative biographies of the key persons involved and a 

proposed budget (Cones, 2011) (Levison, 2004). When investors are not accustomed to that 
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specific market, it is also useful to give an overview of how movie industry works and of the target 

audience or niche the product is planning to hit. 

 

The modern business models tend to focus on strategies that respond to the commercial potential 

of new technologies by offering an audio-visual experience more attractive and user-friendly. Since 

the supply has drastically increased with the democratisation of the field, “the future of business 

models depends on hybrid financing structure, involving a combination of direct (pay-per-view 

and subscriptions) and indirect (advertising and sponsorship) funding” (Fritz, 2007, original 

emphasis, cited in Pardo, 2012). 

 

Consequently, when developing a business model in this new and complex market dominated by 

many different logics, independent producers and filmmakers who work with restricted budgets 

and do not have any of the securities given by Majors, need to consider the destination of their 

movie since the very first steps of the production. Distribution strategies need to be taken into 

account when generating the initial idea. Having a perspective for potential distribution channel is 

crucial in order to shape a product suitable for the established target. Producers and filmmakers 

need to be acquainted with the main audiences of each distribution channel they aim at, understand 

their need and evaluate if their project can be positively perceived. They can either reshape their 

idea to adapt to the audience, following a market-oriented logic or maintain their initial project and 

look for another channel directed to a more suitable public. Relying exclusively on future 

collaborations with possible distributors is nowadays a very risky solution for independents, since 

the market is subjected to an ongoing offer able to shape and reshape audience’s tastes and 

consumption preferences. 

 

All the above considerations and references lead us to an important understanding about the 

business model and its uses. Even though new technologies require new strategies to be 

continuously developed and new solutions and logics to be implemented, we can state that the need 

of proper structure and planning is a common feature of any production, no matter the historical 

time or the conditions of its generation. Movie producers and directors have always used a business 

plan as a guideline and as a tool to present themselves to potential investors and distributors. 
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Despite the fact that developing a business plan now requires a new mentality, it needs to be 

considered a very important step in any production in the history of film industry. 

 

What discriminates between traditional business plans - typical of companies related to Majors - 

and independents’ ones is the wider vision the independents need to have on their projects. Lacking 

the structures given by the commitment with big companies and distributors in the field, 

independents are free to shape their product according to their own tastes, without submitting to 

higher requirements or limitations. It translates in the duty to have a detailed control over all the 

stages involved in the movie-making process and a vision on both creative and strategic 

dimensions. The business plan therefore becomes essential to manage the whole process in its high 

complexity. 

  

2.6.1 The pilot system 

In this “Nobody Knows Market” where uncertainty dominates the whole industry, a producer can 

never predict in a reliable way if his product will be successful on the market. Production 

companies often adopt a strategy typical of the television market: the use of a pilot to present a part 

of their work to potential investors, distributors or samples of the audience, in order to show in a 

more direct way the possible development of their idea. For television series, the pilot is usually a 

standalone episode aimed at television networks: it is a sort of test for the series, serving as a 

presentation and as a guide for the projected idea. In the television market, pilots are used to test 

and verify the product’s potentiality to attract the audience and are used for TV movies (future total 

length of maximum two hours), miniseries (future total length of four/eight hours) and series 

(length of half an hour or one hour per episode) (Dematté, Peretti, 2009). This system is a very 

standard practice in the USA, where TV divisions of the Majors select storylines to be released as 

TV movies or series. If the pilot gets thumbs up the series will be released, otherwise the project 

will be discarded and, usually, closed. Once the projects are selected, the networks commit in 

financing the production of usually 13 episodes, signing option contracts for producing up to 22 

episodes if the series is successful (Dematté, Peretti, 2009). 
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Evidences show how this practice can be really useful in film industry as well, for its ability to 

display a project in a very effective way, either to majors or to independent producers looking for 

productions to invest on. James Wan, Australian screenwriter and film director of Chinese heritage, 

widely known for directing the horror film “Saw”, provides a successful example of this practice 

in the movie business. Together with his business partner Leigh Whannell, in 2001 he wrote the 

script and realised a short version of the film to showcase the storyline and the overall project. 

They shot a low budget short based on a scene in the film and this proved successful enough to 

attract the attention of Evolution Entertainment (IMDB). They worked with few resources on this 

first short version, optimizing what they had at their disposal. Whannel also played a role both in 

the short version and in the feature film. The reaction was immediate: the three producers who saw 

the short film and read the screenplay immediately agreed to produce the film. “Shot for a low 

US$1.2 million budget, the producers had a straight-to-DVD release in mind. However, Saw was 

to become a surprise record breaking theatrical horror franchise, earning Wan and Whannell much 

more than they had originally predicted” (sawfilms.wikia.com, visited on 24/10/2015). 

 

As the next chapters will better explain, the independent low cost movie production we are 

analysing through this research, works on the application of these strategies on a brand new product 

that lacks the proper networks and contacts to be presented on the market. It is also interesting to 

notice that people involved in this production are new to the film industry and have few previous 

experiences in the field. The case description and analysis that follow will therefore present the 

different strategies hypothesized by the young team and their approach to the planning phase. 

Having a clear image of how business strategies work in the movie industry and knowing the logics 

of the pilot system is useful in order to understand and critically analyse the different case studies 

presented in this work. 
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Chapter 3 – Methodology 
 

Our research investigates some aspects of a very broad field. It has therefore been necessary to 

select and understand how to approach the relevant material in order to develop an answer of both 

practical and theoretical importance. Furthermore, our direct experiences of the filmmaking 

process offered us a wide range of information and observations. This chapter aims to explain our 

approach in collecting, selecting and elaborating information, able to drive us to the development 

of a valid answer to our research question.  

 

 

3.1 Research Design 

Yin (2014) defines the research design as a plan that logically links the data collected and the 

strategies for analysing them, to an initial research question and to its final conclusion. A research 

design deals with a logical problem and helps solving it by strengthening the validity of the study 

and its accuracy. There are three types of research designs that can be chosen in a quantitative 

research: exploratory, descriptive and causal (Shiu et al. 2009). 

 

As explained, the aim of this thesis is to explore the movie industry from the perspective of an 

independent low budget production, from the idea generation to its development, and to understand 

the crucial factors that contribute to its success.  

 

The final form of this research project can be considered exploratory. Dealing with a very complex 

subject, the exploratory method helped us defining the key variables of our problem. Through this 

approach we focused on the scope of our project by understanding and limiting the main issues we 

wanted to analyse. Dealing with a very broad field and working with a large amount of data, we 

had to keep focused and select the relevant information out of the big set we managed to collect. 

Selecting and reducing information helped us keeping our project manageable and adaptable for 

an exploratory approach. This way of exploring the subject helped us to better understand our case 

and to find the best method to approach the problem.  
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Exploratory studies generally encompass three distinct methods: literature search, expert 

interviews and case studies (Smith et al., 2012). In our research we went through all these steps. 

Indeed, starting from our direct experiences on a low budget film production, we started gathering 

information on filmmaking processes and practices, in order to understand how the movie business 

works and recognise relationships between the theory and our practical case. Afterwards, we relied 

on expert interviews to collect extra information from people involved in the field on a daily bases. 

 

It is also important to enlighten that our direct vision is enriched by a dual point of view: one of us 

has directly followed the work on the set and therefore has a complete but bias point of view; the 

other one has followed the project with a creative and managerial consulting role and thus has a 

more objective and still comprehensive vision. This dual point of view is to be considered a crucial 

aspect of our research for its ability to offer a wider vision on the topic. During the writing process, 

we mostly relied on cloud computing to share and work together on different documents. We 

worked with Google Drive, an online organisational document management system that allows 

writing on documents sharable with others. We decided to use this system to secure the saving of 

our documents, which were available to both of us at any time from any device able to connect to 

the Internet. This also helped collaboration when we could not work physically together, since 

based in different cities. 

 

 

3.2 Case Study as Research Design 

The Case Study approach focuses on understanding some dynamics existing in particular settings 

combining different data collection methods such as archives, interviews, questionnaires and 

observation (Eisenhardt, 1989). The strength of a case study method is its ability to conduct an in-

depth research within a real-life context (Yin, 2004). Furthermore, a study case is preferred when 

the research has to find an answer to the “how” or “why” questions (Yin, 2014). Considering our 

research question and sub-questions and the vastness of the subject, we decided to use our direct 

experiences on the Italian independent project “Fabulae” in order to investigate the movie industry 

under specific aspects. Our double observation approach, both participant and external, helped us 
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collecting data in the natural settings in order to create links between theory and real life 

experiences. The data we have collected is qualitative, as based on an “interpretive, naturalistic 

approach to the world” (Alvesson et al, 2009, p.7).  

 

In order to demonstrate and strengthen the validity of our study, which means that the data collected 

and interpreted reflect accurately the real world studied (Yin, 2011), we decided to use 

triangulation. Triangulation is a method based on collecting “converging evidence from different 

sources”  (Maxwell cited in Yin, 2011, p.79) in order to develop robust and considerable findings 

(Yin, 2004). Indeed, qualitative studies generally rely on the integration of data from a variety of 

methods and sources of information. The triangulation made possible by multiple data collection 

methods provides stronger evidence of constructs and hypotheses (Eisenhardt, 1989).  

 

Combining the theoretical framework with the complexity of the data collected on the field, we 

managed to focus on a specific context of research and to exploit our internal insights to make this 

research more complete. Consequently, the study became more suitable to find an answer to our 

research question, through an accurate comparison with reality. 

 

Furthermore, we used a multiple-cases analysis to compare our case with other successful 

independent productions. Using diverse sources of information, through triangulation, enriched our 

vision and knowledge and helped us elaborating our conclusion on the matter (Yin, 2014). 

 

 

3.3 Data Collection 

The data collection is the foundation of a research study and is composed of four field-based 

activities: interviewing, observing, collecting/examining and feeling (Yin, 2011).  These activities 

give access to different kinds of information and are useful to gather primary data, original and 

first hand collected by the researchers for a specific objective. 

As explained, primary data have been collected through direct observation of the development 

phases of the project, active participation in the production, interviews with the production 

manager, director and an actor/scriptwriter and interviews with other independent producers and 
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directors. Being actively involved in the project, we could merge the point of view of the researcher 

with the deep knowledge of the crewmembers. 

 

The secondary data are already existing non-original data, which are not directly gathered by the 

researchers specifically for the case, but relevant to the study. The secondary data used for this 

thesis are represented by the literature of previous case studies with similar subject, books, 

academic articles and papers, blogs and newspaper. This material helped us having a broader 

picture of the movie industry, necessary in order to correctly approach and understand practical 

cases. Building a theoretical framework based on existing theories and researches enables the 

development of a more aware vision and provides structures and guidelines to follow: it helps 

organizing data and illuminating results (Maxwell, 2009). Indeed, this helped us driving our 

attention to particular facts, situations and practices by showing relationships that might otherwise 

go unnoticed or misunderstood. 

 

The combination of these data allowed us developing a more comprehensive image of our practical 

case studies, and gave us instruments to find associations with the field practices and to reconnect 

all the information to the final objective of the research. 

 

The collection of primary data provided a clear image of the field and its mechanism; the secondary 

data were fundamental to help us with the interpretations of the findings. 

 

 

3.4 Sampling Strategy 

In order to collect information and experiences useful to elaborate an answer to our research 

question, we selected two samples from two different populations. The first population is 

composed by people from the team of our primary case study; from this population we selected a 

sample size of three units.  The second population is composed by independent producers or 

directors who, starting from a situation comparable to the first population, managed to succeed; 

from this population we selected a sample size of five units. Even though the field where the two 

populations are active is the same, we decided to divide the units in two groups: the first ones 
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related to the primary case study, the second ones part of the secondary case studies. For both 

samples we decided to use a non probability sampling technique, based on our subjective judging 

in the selection of units to be included in our sample. We can further define our method as a 

purposive sampling since, as the researchers, we not only selected the sample, but also tried to 

make the sample representative according to the initial purpose (Barriero et al., 2001). The 

selection was not simply subjective, but based on a combination of theories, direct experience and 

insights from the research process. It also allowed us reaching our targeted sample and collecting 

both data and opinions. 

 

Applying this purposive sampling to our two selected populations, we can explain the motivations 

why we selected those particular units from each population: 

 

 Population 1, primary case study: we decided to collect information and insights from 

people directly involved in the production we have followed, in order to enrich our double 

point of view with further data of the production process. 

 

 Population 2, secondary case study: we decided to collect information about strategies and 

creative processes as well as points of view from independent directors and producers who, 

starting with self produced low-budget works, managed to succeed on different levels in 

the field. Two main guidelines drove our selection of cases. First of all, we looked for 

productions that could have similarities with our primary case study in terms of typology 

of audio-visual product, style, approaches to production and possible distribution, in order 

to build a relevant set of examples to be analysed and compared. Second, we tried to contact 

independent directors and producers who started building their products independently and 

in a situation of resource-restriction. It is important to specify that our personal taste played 

a role as well in the selection of movies or series to be analysed and in the process of 

contacting people involved in the idea development. 
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Even though we let tastes and personal ideas influence our selection, our sample strategy and data 

collection processes have been approached with a clear purpose in mind, oriented to our research 

question. This purposive sampling effectively helped us in reaching a targeted sample quickly. 

Furthermore, the findings derived from multiple cases within the same category, strengthen the 

final result, can be replicated within categories and increase generalizability (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

The qualitative strategy combined to a multi-case approach, allows generating a rich dataset with 

a pluralistic perspective on the practices adopted in the same field. This method makes it possible 

to achieve an in-depth understanding of the research topic and to show practical cases to be 

connected to the theory used to support the research. 

 

 

3.5 Data coding 

In order to process data into findings we used two main approaches that made it possible for us to 

extract relevant information from the data we collected.  

 

1. The first approach consisted in dividing data by their sources. We analysed all the data 

collected through direct experience and observation distinguishing between the participant 

and the external one. “This tactic exploits the unique insights possible from different types 

of data collection” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.541). We also separately analysed each interview. 

Finding similar patterns in different cases helped us developing stronger and better 

grounded findings while differences opened new visions and deeper researches.  

 

2. After the first phase, we selected similar cases according to some characteristic which 

include nation of origin, structure (short movie, series, other formats), approaches to the 

market (festival, web, contests, traditional channels), cinematic language. Selecting and 

comparing the cases according to these features helped recognising similarities and 

differences useful to elaborate findings on how the main independent production processes 

are shaped. We also tried to compare cases according to their differences to see which 

approaches were particularly successful. Indeed, common patterns in data can also consist 

of differences (Saldana, 2008). As an example we compared collectively generated idea to 
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individual ones, in order to understand differences and similarities of the movie 

development process in different contests. These forms of comparison, according to 

Eisenhardt, can lead to more sophisticated understanding of the practical problem and 

generate new categories and concepts which the investigators did not anticipate. 

 

Our level of personal involvement as active researchers and observers filtered how we perceived, 

documented and coded our data (Adler & adler, 1987, cited in Saldana, 2008). Coding is indeed 

primarily and interpretative act (Saldana, 2008); we did not follow a specific scheme but reflected 

on the data according to their nature, source and content. Throughout the two main steps described, 

we examined the raw qualitative data first with an Open Coding system, marking the relevant parts 

of the text of each field note, observation, internal document and interview, second with an Axial 

Coding system, sorting the different codes into groups and patterns and identifying relationships 

between them (Griffith University). 

 

The Coding for patterns approach, based on grouping information on their similarities or 

differences, resulted very useful when working on interviews data. Indeed, following main patterns 

which appeared to be in common between the interviewee’s answers, we elaborated the data 

collected according to six main categories of information. This approach is further explained in the 

Documentation paragraph which follows. By creating the same categories for each director and 

producer interviewed, we managed to extract further information from the whole data set, and 

useful finding easily emerged from the comparison. According to the division made by Sadana 

(2008), we focused on patterns based on similarity (e.g. same approaches to the movie production 

process), difference (different approaches to reach similar results), frequency (if some behaviour 

related to same problems happened often or seldom between different interviewees), 

correspondence (they happen in relation to some activities or events).  

 

Proving what stated by Eisenhardt (1989), these cross-case searching tactics helped us going 

beyond initial impressions, especially through comparisons and the use of structured and diverse 

lenses on the data. 
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3.6 Primary Data 

3.6.1 Observations 

Observing is a priceless activity for a study research. All the data collected through observation are 

the sum of what you have seen with your eyes and what you perceived with your senses on the 

field, not filtered with others opinions (Yin, 2011). Usually, the role of the researcher during 

observation is passive, but being directly involved in the production -one of us directly on the set, 

the other one as external assistant-, our active participation influenced our feelings, emotions and 

perceptions during the study. On the other hand, we have been able to bring in the research our 

own background using the experiential knowledge grew on the field, in fact “using this experience 

in your research can provide you with a major source of insights, hypotheses, and validity checks” 

(Maxwell, 2009). 

 

        Our main goal has been, understanding the managerial side of the production considering 

the problems of lack of technical and human resources, lack of time, lack of money and at the same 

time desire to guaranteeing crew and actors’ satisfaction. We also focused on practices and 

strategies applied in the management of scarce resources and properly analysed all the phases 

involved in the production stage. 

 

After the observation phase, we also decided to integrate our data with information collected 

directly from other participants on the production. We decided to gather these data through short 

interviews with representative of the two main forces of the project: creative and managerial, in 

order to enrich our view with both objective and subjective opinions. This method is a good 

example of triangulation, because we strengthen our observations using data from different sources. 

 

3.6.2 Interviews             

Conducting interviews is a good and efficient method to gather valid and reliable data to confirm 

or retract a hypothesis and give elements to build a valid study. There are two main types of 

interviews: structured interviews and qualitative interviews (Yin, 2011). In the first case, there is 
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an “interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee using a formal questionnaire that lists 

every question to be asked” (Yin, 2011, p.133). Instead, in qualitative interviews, the relationship 

is not strictly scripted and there is the total absence of a questionnaire while the researcher has a 

mental framework of the questions to be asked (Yin, 2011). 

 

For our research, we decided to conduct qualitative interviews in order to deeply explore the 

interviewees’ feelings and perspectives on the subject (Guion et al, 2006). In particular, we used 

in-depth qualitative interviews, based on an open-ended, discovery-oriented method (Guion et al, 

2006). We refused to use a rigorous set of questions, typical of structured interviews, so that in 

total flexibility the interviewee could feel free to answer to our open-ended questions adding new 

ideas as well as different feelings and impressions about the phenomenon. The main structure of 

our interviews was built according to the information we needed to collect for our research 

question: we did not use structured questionnaire but few guidelines and our mental framework of 

the study (Yin et al, 2011). Not being limited in a fixed structure helped us developing real 

conversations with our interviewees, leaving them the possibility to express opinions and freely 

talking about their experiences. This approach helped discovering important aspects we would have 

not taken into consideration. It is also important to notice that our research topic, which deals with 

creative products, gave space for discussion and personal involvement for both the interviewee and 

the researchers, opening different level of discussion and opinions. Furthermore, we clearly noticed 

that the level of confidence established and the personal and physical environment influenced the 

quality of information collected: an interview conducted in a café allowed more empathy than one 

over Skype, making it easier to develop a rich conversation around the topic. In order not to lose 

the point of our research, we always brought a paper with main titles and questions and, at the 

beginning of every interview, we used to present the project, the research question and the practical 

problem to the interviewee. 

 

The information we needed to collect through interviews concern two different areas: information, 

perceptions, motivations and feelings from people directly involved in the project “Fabulae” and 

technical and experiential information from independent directors and producers who successfully 
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produced independent shorts, series or feature. We therefore decided to interview these two 

categories of people, for which we shaped two different interview structures.  

 

For people involved in the production of the movie analysed through this research, we used a very 

friendly and informal way, conducting interviews based on their experience on this specific project. 

Having worked together and still being in a friendship relation, we did not have problems in 

contacting or meeting them. For our interviews we selected three people who could give us three 

different visions of the same experience: managerial and strategic (the production manager), 

creative and technical (director), artistic (one of the actors who also worked at the script writing).  

 

For expert directors, we started researching projects consistent with the models analysed in this 

thesis and we tried to contact them through email. We mostly faced difficulties in contacting non-

italian companies, but we managed to receive two very useful answers from international 

productions. According to the directors’ availabilities, we scheduled meetings either on Skype or 

face-to-face interviews. Only with two of them we used written questions and answers and we 

adjusted with extra questions and clarifications through phone calls, using a multi-stage interviews 

approach. 

 

The data collected combined with the direct observations, improved the validity of the research 

and made possible for us to exploit all the information and to have other specific feelings and 

attitudes concerning our research question. 

 

3.6.3 Documentation 

Different documentation approaches have been used according to the way the interviews have been 

conducted. For oral interviews we based our documentation on our own notes; only one of the 

interviews conducted through Skype was recorded. Written interviews have been translated and 

elaborated.  
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With the three members of the crew we used written, multi-staged interviews. We did not ask about 

the contest, since we already have a complete picture of the whole process by ourselves. Instead, 

we asked about personal reasons, feelings, experience, and points of view. We elaborated them 

using a comparing method able to highlight the commonalities and differences in visions, 

approaches and driving forces. 

 

For the information collected with professionals, in order to find similarities and differences 

between the cases analysed, we created a structure of paragraphs to divide the information with the 

same logic for each interview. Indeed, we structured each interview in six main paragraphs (“the 

project”, “issues”, “financing strategies”, “business model”, “impact of digital advances”, “being 

an independent”) which focus on the aspects we want to analyse through this research. In these 

paragraphs we have both re-elaborated the speaker’s words and quoted some incisive phrases. We 

have indeed elaborated them with an analytic approach.  

 

We divided these two main blocks of information in two different chapters: primary case study, to 

describe and analyse the Fabulae project, and secondary case study for the ones based on 

interviews with experts. 

 

Another important documentation is based on notes and transcriptions of things observed on the 

field: during pre-production and shootings we wrote down observations, we then revised by 

exchanging and comparing our dual points of view. 

Another important documentation comes from backstage video recorded during the shooting. They 

include three main types of moments:  

 

 rehearsals,  

 indications between actors, directors and technical staff before and between different takes,  

 breaks during the shooting, 

 full scenes including images of the director while filming.  
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Backstage video and pictures are part of this thesis database; they have been studied in order to 

understand and describe with an analytical point of view the practices and dynamics used on the 

set.  

 

3.7 Secondary Data 

3.7.1 Internal Documents 

Our experience with the “Fabulae” project has triggered our interest in enriching our knowledge 

of film production and the direct material produced and collected on field has been the very first 

documentation for this thesis project. Indeed, we collaborated in creating documents like 

production plans, location and props lists and we directly got access to other documents such as 

the business plan, the budget, contracts agreements and future prospects and strategies.  

  

 

3.8 Validity and Reliability 

Lastly, it is important to discuss the validity of our findings. As explained above, in order to 

strengthen the validity of our research we used the triangulation of data gathered from different 

sources. However, since validity is the best approximation of the truth, it is still fundamental to 

judge the final quality of all the material used in our research through some concepts like 

trustworthiness, credibility, conformability and data dependability (U.S. Government 

Accountability Office, 1990 cited in Yin, 2014). 

 

The validity test has been summarised in numerous textbooks in four criteria useful to judge our 

method of design research (Kidder & Judd, 1986): 

 

 Construct validity: finding a correspondence between the research design with the concept 

studied and the theory of reference. Yin (2014) explains that there are three ways to increase 

construct validity: using multiple sources of evidence, establishing a chain of evidence 

during the data collection process or through a review of the case study draft made by key 
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informants. Those are the same activities that we used in our research to collect and share 

accurate information and data for a better final result. 

 

 Internal validity: establishes a causal relationship where certain conditions are believed to 

lead to other conditions (Yin, 2014). Dealing with internal validity means focusing on the 

pattern matching, explanation building, addressing rival explanations and using logic 

models. We triangulated most of our findings in order to guarantee this form of validity.  

 

 External validity: it relates to the possibility of generalization of the findings beyond our 

research. The theory related to an independent production can be applied to other similar 

cases making the results generalizable into a broader theoretical perspective (Yin, 2014). 

 

 Reliability: the demonstration that the operations used in this research can be repeated 

giving the same results and conclusions (Yin, 2014). This test is useful to reduce the 

possibilities of making mistakes and to validate the data gathered during the research. If 

research question and objectives are clearly stated, probabilities of collecting reliable datas 

are higher. This is the reason why we dedicated much attention to the elaboration of our 

research question, which drove our following steps in collecting and selecting relevant data. 
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Chapter 4 - Primary Case Study 

Based on an empirical study of the movie project Fabulae 

 

This chapter presents and describes the production phase of Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf, from 

the idea generation to its development and completion, which comprehensively took place between 

October 2014 and April 2015. As explained, the two of us have had an active role in this production 

process, experiencing it from our two different perspectives. Being this project the case from which 

we decide to develop our research study, we are now trying to provide a detailed description able 

to present its development and the several different aspects involved, from creative to managerial 

ones. Facts are described in chronological order. 

 

 

4.1 Case description 

Students and young workers graduated at Bocconi University in Milan compose the core team 

behind the production. All the people involved have our same background based on business, 

economics and marketing applied to creative industries. The main members have already worked 

on similar projects at B Students TV, the student managed web tv of Bocconi University. Our main 

experience in the field as a production team comes from the ideation and development of different 

projects for this web tv. Some of them based on academic news, other on information and 

journalism, other ones on entertainment. University students have always composed the main 

target. The presence of this specific target has had a big influence in the shaping of contents, 

languages and communications strategies. One of the main projects related to B Students TV is the 

realization and production of the interactive short movie Il Violino dalle Corde di Lana, a project 

with a specific production and release strategy. 

 

4.1.1 Idea generation 

The team is not working together on a daily bases anymore: most of the members are graduating, 

doing an internship experience or moving abroad for study or work reasons. However, the 
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friendship is still alive together with the possibility to work together again, independently from 

Bocconi University. The idea comes from one of the members, scriptwriter to be of the production 

here analysed, developer of some B Students TV productions, who suggests revisiting a traditional 

story with a new interpretation key. The first person he presents the idea to, is the ex director of the 

student-managed web tv and director to be of the new production. He presents as an example a noir 

web series based on ten episodes set in a car and launched by RSI (Swiss Italian Television). From 

a first analysis the strength of this production lies in the strong idea, subject and directing style, 

able to compensate the lack of any particular setting or special effect. Being based on a very low 

budget, this production can work as a source of inspiration. The noir style is appealing as well as 

its simple structure. It is therefore a good example to follow for a group of people working with 

resources-restriction. 

 

The proposer of the idea suggests readjusting The Mousetrap, a classic murder mystery play by 

Agatha Christie. The idea is presented to the core team; after a first introduction and discussion, 

the idea is welcomed by the people involved, who accept to take part in the project. The first step 

is to start reading the piece and understand its feasibility. A main target and a structure are to be 

established. The first idea is to hit young adults between 20 and 30, providing them with a product 

coming from classics, but delivered in a modern way. 

 

Not having strong contacts with any distribution agency, the web results the only affordable 

distribution channel. The strategy would be bringing an old product to a new public by adapting it 

to the new communication and distributive mechanism of the web. After a first analysis to 

understand the feasibility of the project, the development effectively starts. 

 

4.1.2 Team and roles generation 

The ex director of the university web-tv, takes the responsibility of analysing the idea, building the 

team, presenting the initial project to people potentially interested and contacting the director. His 

initial work follows a very practical logic and does not proceed according to a set of rules or a 

particular structure. Only in a second moment, after having analysed the different tasks involved 
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when organising a production, he realises that what he has been doing corresponds to the typical 

production manager’s set of tasks. His role has therefore been naturally shaped throughout the 

process and not decided a priori. The assignment of roles follows a similar logic: people involved 

start contributing with their own knowledge and resources. According to the extent to which they 

contribute to the project and to the roles covered in previous productions, the other members of the 

team are assigned a role. This is to be considered a very spontaneous decision, based on previous 

experience and on level of availability given by every single member. 

 

The first people involved belong to the same group that used to work together in the university 

web-tv. The friendship developed through the years gives the group strong motivation in working 

together again on a creative project, which is also seen as an opportunity to be engaged in a 

challenge that meets everyone’s interests. 

 

New people are involved because interested in the project or because considered potentially 

relevant to increase the quality of the work. In particular, a new group of actors recently graduated 

at the Drama Academy of Piccolo Teatro, an important theatre in Milan, is contacted through a 

common friendship and introduced to the project. The project is presented as an opportunity to 

grow together with a group of young people passionate with that world. This would be for young 

actors the opportunity to develop acting skills for the screen and to experience the logics of a movie 

set which differs for many reasons from the theatre stage. 

 

One of the most important resources for the project is the director/cameraman. The project has been 

presented to the director of the major B Students TV’s productions. Even though his background 

does not include any professional education in directing, shooting or editing, he has experience in 

producing short movies and commercials for local events, companies, the web and for his own 

interest. His presence would bring extremely relevant value to the production on an artistic and 

technical point of view. Furthermore, he would bring his own shooting equipment allowing the 

team to save on the purchase or rent of cameras, lenses, lights, tripods. Being graduated in 

economics and management in arts, culture, media and entertainment, he also has good managerial 

skills, which make him able to support and provide good advices throughout the all process. The 
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last relevant factor to be considered is his friendship with the rest of the people in the group, which 

is another strong motivational lever. He therefore accepts to take part in the project as the director. 

Even though usually covered by different people, he will take the responsibility of the direction, 

photography, shooting and editing, as he did for previous productions. His presence is of crucial 

relevance in the possibility for the project to start. He accepts the responsibility for three main 

reasons: the closeness of the idea and the plot to his tastes, the people he will be working with and 

his strong interest and passion for movie making. His main conditions are related to the scheduling 

of shooting dates according to his work timetables. 

 

4.1.3 Idea development 

Weekly meetings are held from October to December 2015 to discuss feasibility, adaptation, 

themes, plot and all the aspects to be defined before the production starts. The work done during 

these meetings is based more on creative aspects than on strategic ones. The main problems 

discussed in this phase concern script adaptation and revision of the original script from Agatha 

Christie in the light of limited economical, technical and human resources. 

 

In particular, the following problems have been analysed: 

 

 Characters: as explained, the necessity to find educated and professional actors in a 

restricted economical availability has driven the selection on young ones (between 23 and 

27 years old). On one hand, it can be translated in a strong saving while being able to 

leverage on a qualified group of young actors. On the other hand, it restricts the possibilities 

to interpret middle-aged and old characters. The possible solution discussed is to keep the 

original plot’s dynamics, but shifted to younger character. This solution is considered 

feasible since the story does not require older characters and does not involve any older 

relative. The only exception is the need of a woman with a scenic age around 60. This is 

considered a minor problem due to the very limited number of scenes involving the woman. 
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 Substitution of meta-stories with other closer to our culture: Agatha Christie’s The 

Mousetrap is based on the story of the Three Blind Mice, very well known in the British 

culture but not very popular in the Italian one. The fable Three Little Pigs (see Appendix 1 

for synopsis) seems to adapt to the narration as well, and has the advantage to be better 

known in Italy and, therefore, easily recognisable by the audience. Our story metaphorically 

involves the survived pig who seeks revenge against whoever caused the death of the two 

brothers. 

 

 Introduction of new storylines: necessary to overcome limits given by lack of money, age 

of the actors, location availabilities, time availability. Creating new storyline makes it 

possible to adapt to different conditions, while enriching the original plot. It is also a way 

to make the story appealing to the target audience that, being used to high involvement 

thriller series, would probably consider the original The Mousetrap, written in 1952, too 

simple and based on ordinary schemes. 

 

 Setting: the story is mostly set in a guesthouse, which makes the shooting easier since the 

crew does not have to move to many different locations. External shootings are limited to 

few scenes, which reduces the risks related to the weather changing conditions. Different 

options are discussed, preferably opting for zero budget solutions, which would include 

participant’s family houses. 

 

 Script definition: understand who is in charge of the script writing and which main 

adaptations are needed according to the main problems discussed. 

 

Few more meetings are held during Christmas holidays mainly to define the final roles. The main 

roles needed are: production manager, director, assistant director, camera operators, sound 

technician, location and set manager, production assistant, make-up artist and costume designer. 

 

On the 13th of January the full team (production manager, director, script-writers and all the people 

who have committed to the project) gather for an official meeting. Actors are invited as well even 
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if the castings have not been held yet. The main reason of the meeting is the presentation of the 

project to all the people involved. The production manager introduces the people and presents the 

potential structure of the production with a plot overview, an analysis of the resources needed, an 

introduction to the idea of the web series format and a possible schedule of shootings and post-

production work. Furthermore, the final decision is made about the internal location: the crew will 

move for all the shooting weekends in one of the team members’ family house. This house would 

be able to host around ten people and has the right number of rooms needed in the script. A lot of 

work needs to be done before the shooting in order to get all the spaces ready, but the effort is 

balanced by the fact that no rent will need to be paid. The role of the location manager starts taking 

relevance in this crucial point. Moreover, it is necessary to find a location for the external shooting, 

since, according to the story, the guesthouse is meant to be isolated and located in the mountains. 

 

After the meeting, more aspects of the script are discussed between the scriptwriters and the core 

team during an informal dinner. Points of view are shared and new ideas to increase the tension are 

suggested. 

 

On the 15th of January location manager, director, assistant director and scriptwriters do a location 

inspection to understand how to use the space, what is needed and what is to be fixed in the script 

according to the house structure and its furnishings. 

 

4.1.4 New critical elements: a turning point 

The production manager starts researching funds for young people projects. He mainly bases the 

research on announcements and social media connections. In January 2015, an Italian investor 

shows interest in the project and is willing to invest on it. However, he wants to invest on a more 

structured project, not only on a single idea. He suggests developing an economical mechanism 

based on a production cycle that includes different audio-visual products connected by a theme or 

a common strategy. He guarantees economical and network support if the team is able to provide 

a valuable idea and a prospect of a set of products. It is therefore necessary to design a structure 

able to give consistency to the single projects. 
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The production manager is 26 years old with short work experiences in three movie and TV 

production companies. His decision is to accept the challenge and start a business as a small audio-

visual production start-up, involving two friends coming from the same educational background.  

 

This strategic hurdle strongly changes the main directions of the production. New interests are 

involved as well as new objectives. The project starts moving from a creative idea to be developed 

during spare time with a group of friends to something closer to a real production. A solid structure 

and strategy needs to be built in order to manage the combination of creative, financial and strategic 

dimension. 

 

From the second half of January a production cycle effectively starts. 

 

4.1.5 IP issues 

It is of crucial importance to understand who owns the intellectual property of The Mousetrap. Few 

researches show that Mondadori Italia, the biggest publishing company in Italy, and Siae, the 

Italian copyright collecting agency, own the reproduction rights of the play. The elaboration we 

are developing entails the adaptation of a play into a web series. This work does not only involve 

reproduction, but also intellectual property issues since the script will be subjected to several 

modifications. The production manager contacts the Mondadori responsible for “The Mouse Trap” 

who studies the project and establishes that this kind of adaptation involves property rights, own 

by Agatha Christie’s heirs. The esteemed investment on rights is around € 50,000. 

 

The decision is to maintain the work done until this point and change the future development of 

the story, taking distances from Agatha Christie’s work. However, being the pilot episode’s script 

ready, the first fifteen minutes would be very close to the beginning of the original story. In order 

to avoid the waste of what has been done, the attention will be brought on the Three Little Pigs 

story, enhancing the dynamics and the elements that can be reconnected to that storyline. This 

decision will affects the script in a limited measure but will influence the direction more. Therefore, 
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the idea moves from an adaptation of The Mousetrap into a web series to the re-elaboration of the 

gory side of Three Little Pigs into a new project no longer addressed to kids. 

 

4.1.6 Casting 

The group of actors graduated at the drama academy of Piccolo Teatro di Milano in 2013 has 

accepted to take part in the project. The story involves ten characters. The actors are selected by 

the end of January through two castings and one call back. One of the actors has been involved 

since the beginning in the script writing. Being aware of the character types needed and knowing 

the candidates because of their study and theatre works together, he suggests two possible roles for 

each actor. The scriptwriters also provide short descriptions of the characters to be given to the 

candidates and two or three scenes for each of them to be acted during the casting. 

 

Each audition is recorded with a camera; this allows verifying how the actors appear on the screen 

and makes it possible to review all the castings before making a decision. The actors are asked to 

present themselves and to play their scenes, trying the interpretation of two or more possible roles. 

In case they look suitable for a role not previously suggested, they are asked to work on the new 

character and play a new scene. 

 

Two locations have been used for the castings: Maison Milano and a private house in Milan. 

Maison Milano, a music venue with a small stage, has been used as the first casting location and 

seat for meetings. The production manager organizes events for the venue and has obtained free 

availability of the space thanks to his positive relationship with the owners, his superiors. The 

second casting day has taken place in a private house’s wide living room. Once again, the free 

availability of the space was due to personal relationships and word of mouth. The single auditions 

are discussed right after they take place and re-viewed on the video in a second moment. Only few 

of the actors are rejected, mainly because of their limited availabilities for shooting weekends. 

Furthermore, two of them do not match with any of the characters mainly for physical reasons or 

for their acting style. 
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The core team, composed by production manager, director, director assistant, location manager and 

production assistant, takes the final decision about the roles. These people have worked together 

before, which is the reason why, independently from their actual roles, they take the first important 

decisions necessary for the project to start. A meeting is planned on purpose at the beginning of 

February. Roles are assigned and final pre-production steps planned. They mainly include script 

breakdown, props collection or purchase, preparation of the set, rehearsals. The shootings are 

scheduled for three consecutive weekends in February and March 2015.  

 

4.1.7 Strategic decisions 

From this point, strategic and creative dimensions proceed parallel. The shooting starts but there is 

not a clear destination for the project yet. The changes brought by the presence of external interests 

influence its structure and nature: the project takes distances from being a sort of professional game 

played by a group of friends and it starts requiring a stronger organization and strategy. Thus, the 

work has to meet different needs and expectations of the parts involved. 

 

The audio-visual production start-up officially opens on the 5th of March 2015 under the name 

Runtime Productions.  Besides the shooting, the three members of the start-up start working on a 

definition of their business and on possible strategies to develop their first project. They start 

developing a network and doing benchmarking work in order to understand the market they are 

approaching. Researches also start providing relevant insights on the target audience. Being on the 

set also helps understanding how the product is growing and defining its limits and potentialities. 

The three of them have indeed specific roles on the set too as live recording sound technician, 

production assistant, make-up artist and costume designer. 

 

The decision that will be made about the structure of the final product does not affect the shooting: 

in any of the possible structures, the first fifteen minutes will be considered a pilot. This means that 

the first filmed and edited part will be presented to give an introduction to the product, either it will 

be a short movie or a series. Considering the option of the series, two different models are analysed: 
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a.  Television series: it requires a minimum number of eight episodes, each of them at least 

twenty-four minutes long. This structure would not be sustainable with our limited 

resources. 

b.   Web series: are usually structured on five or six episodes, ten to fifteen minutes long on 

average. This model could suit better our project. However, web content follows 

complex logics and there are no main rules or systems to describe it. The length of a 

video, for example, depends on the product, its aim, target and language. Web contents 

also generate different expectations according to the image they first communicate: a 

comic sketch is perceived as something quick and easy to watch, a sit-com should 

involve a series of short episode, a web series is perceived as something which could 

last longer but not as much as a TV series. The type of product is therefore related to 

different expectations and willingness to dedicate time to its consumption. Furthermore, 

being the web accessible at any moment simply through a smartphone, very short videos 

tend to be more appealing, as able to occupy small waiting times. The positioning of 

our product, as well as the target, would instead be closer to the traditional TV series, 

but moved to a different channel: the web. It is also important to notice that the 

consumption of series in streaming is becoming more and more common, and this new 

attitude is bringing a significant change in the market of online series. These consumers 

are willing to spend more time on their computers in order to watch a TV series episode, 

which usually lasts between 20 and 50 minutes. This new behaviour opens the 

possibility to create a concept of web series, which does not follow the web format 

based on rapidity and effectiveness, but takes its time to tell a story. 

 

 

 

4.1.8 A wider project 

How can a young start-up make this project appealing to potential investors? Runtime Productions 

starts by creating a concept able to give continuity to this first product. It involves an elaboration 

of traditional tales, exploiting and enhancing their noir side. It means bringing to the public a story 
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they know, but narrated with a new language whose main features are the presence of humans 

instead of animals and the use of an audio-visual product as a vehicle. The story will be transformed 

and only used as a starting point or inspiration, while its moral will be conserved. It means creating 

a series composed by different stories linked by their thriller or noir atmosphere and their 

connections with folkloristic tales. 

 

The evolutions of the idea makes it necessary to re-adapt the structure of the project every time. At 

this stage, the project is a series of six small series of five episodes, fifteen minutes each: they all 

have common aspects but their characters and storylines change after every five episodes. This 

complexity could generate confusion, in particular if the web is considered the main distribution 

channel. These new problems and needs influence the authorial side. A possible solution could be 

bringing the five episodes together into a one-hour short movie, creating a series of six short 

movies. It is a new format, which might entail difficulties in its communication and diffusion. On 

the other hand, it still has the ability to involve the viewer without obliging him to follow the 

episode in a precise order. 

 

From this embryonic idea the project Fabulae starts. The series would be made of self-contained 

mini movies loosely based on folkloristic tales. Recreating tales with a deep noir taste brings life 

to completely new stories still linked to the original tales in terms of features, music, narration or 

conclusion that help the viewer in the acknowledgment of the features he already knows. The 

choice of noir and thriller style contrasts with the educational purposes traditionally associated to 

the stories, while recalling the cruel and bloody features. The first one takes inspiration from the 

story of the Three Little Pigs trying to narrate the revenge the third pig, the only one survived to 

the attacks of the wolf, is seeking. The new title will be Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf (Mai 

nessun ci dividerà for the Italian version), to recall the well-known song, which will be part of the 

soundtrack corresponding to topic moments. 

 

This format has an original narrative style, not easy to be compared to any traditional format. One 

of its distinctive features is the way the characters’ reflection are communicated to the public, using 

a short and quite theatrical monologues set in an unspecified place and time. These mysterious 
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monologues happen each ten or fifteen minutes, giving continuity but, at the same time, confusing 

the viewer on the identity of the culprit. This feature brings originality and a distinguishing style 

but also has a strategic role; it makes it possible to cut the story in episode by being placed every 

ten or fifteen minutes. This would keep opened the possibility to adapt the short movie to a series, 

being the project still at a development stage. 

 

4.1.9 Moving towards a business model 

Considering Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf the first episode of the series, new five stories that 

respect the previously explained requisites need to be found.  This is necessary in order to produce 

a valuable and complete package for the investors. This is the first concrete and official structure 

that can be presented to the market following the typical economical mechanism used in this field. 

A project is presented through a pilot, able to show the main features and style of the potential final 

product, completed by a clear description of the creative and strategic plan.              

 

This new business model is strongly distant to what the project was at the beginning. Although it 

had started as an attempt to produce a good and semi-professional product, including the idea of a 

potential distribution, the project was far for being considered destined to a profit oriented market. 

It means that, in case nobody shows interest in supporting or investing in this work, the project is 

destined to end unfinished. This decision goes against the typical attitude this group has always 

had towards their works: the core team would indeed find a way to complete the movie on a low 

budget and with no fixed deadline, to avoid leaving the project uncompleted. However, this logic 

does not work in business. 

 

As explained, this research is intended to analyse the pre-production and production phases of this 

project, with no particular attention to the actual future of the production in the market. However, 

it is important to notify that, even once edited to the final and official version, which might also 

work as an open-ending short movie, the movie has not been made public through the internet. The 

web is a very important and direct distribution channel, but “putting a short film on the Internet is 

a deal breaker for any possibility of selling the film through other media” (Levison 2004, p.207). 
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Chapter 5 - Analysis 
 

Our direct case study offers ample space for discussions and critical observation. According to the 

areas of interest explained in the theoretical framework, we will use this chapter to discuss our 

practical case through an objective point of view, focusing on the approach the team has had 

throughout the production phases. As explained, our analysis will be enriched by our dual point of 

view, which has allowed us to discuss each topic and find gaps as well as successful practices. This 

analysis is structured around three main paragraphs meant to present the main issues relevant to 

our research and clearly recognisable in our case: 

 

 cost reduction: strategies and solutions able to contribute to a drastic budget reduction  

 problems arisen during production and relative solutions  

 analysis of backstage video  

 

 

5.1 Cost reduction 

A low-budget production needs to find ways to optimize its resources and find inexpensive 

solutions to the main needs. Generally, young independent teams have very small budgets available 

and have to shape their works according to physical assets they own or can easily access. Very 

often, money for short movies and small experimental projects like the one we are analyzing, come 

from family, friends and grants (Levison, 2004). Until more sources are available, the money has 

to come from people who do not expect any return on their investment and are willing to support 

only to see the final result. “The only reason for someone to give you money for a short is to see 

their name on a screen, or because they love you” (Levison, 2004, p.10). 

The aim of this section is to analyse the factors which have contributed to a dramatic cost reduction, 

making it possible for the project to effectively start. The main crucial factors are to be found in 

the use of resources already owned by the members of the staff, such as gears, props, locations for 

the set, clothes and so on. Particularly relevant is also the willingness of all the people involved to 

invest time, personal resources and talents with no economic return. The following paragraphs 

introduce and present these aspects. 
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a. Technological factors 

“Filmmaking is the only art form where the artist, with rare exceptions, has personally been unable 

to afford the cost of the materials necessary to create their art” (Silver, Alpert, 2003, p.10). 

However, digital technology has made it possible for an incredibly wider number of people to 

access the world of production. Technological aspects are to be considered incisive factors in the 

realisation of our project. Indeed, we have directly experienced how technological and digital 

factors have dramatically reduced costs, human resources, skills, space and time required to 

complete our project. The introduction of low-cost digital video cameras has lowered the cost of 

filmmaking and provided almost universal access through sophisticated but cheap digital video 

equipment (Silver et al., 2003, p.10). Furthermore, until the introduction of digital cinematography, 

a lot of space used to be required to collect all the films from the different takes. The editing part 

used to take much longer and to be more complex as well. Even though digital filming might have 

a different quality of image and be less fascinating than the traditional analog film frames, it brings 

important benefits to movie production. Every take filmed is a digital file which is automatically 

saved into an SD card inside the camera. SD cards can contain up to 64gb: hours of digital video 

images can easily stay in a very small and light object . The card can be easily extracted and inserted 

in any computer in order to read, view and save the files. It is common use to backup files on a 

second hard-disk or drive. Through this very easy system we only used two SD cards, two 

computers and two drivers to save and backup files, and a power point for electricity. This system 

was very cheap and fast, and did not require any extra investment since we used our own computers 

and drivers. The whole production phase benefited from flexibility and speediness allowed by 

technology, which also makes many function much more accessible even to people who are not 

experienced in the use of technical gear. The function of saving files, for example, is a simple copy-

paste normally used for any other file. This very simple system made it possible for anyone to 

support in the file-saving process, cutting on costs of people responsible for that. Technology and 

digital systems also helped during the editing phase. The only thing necessary was the use of a 

specific editing program, which the director already owned. The editing process was done with 

Final Cut, an Apple program for Mac. Again, once known how to use the program, the editing does 
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not require any external factor, expense or assistance. It also allows a high degree of 

experimentation on images. These examples show how, through technological advances, crucial 

passages of production, filming and editing did not require any incisive cost for our team. 

 

b. The gears 

All the gear used belong to the director. These production tools include: 

 

 DSLR (Digital-Single-Lens-Reflex) Canon EOS 5d Mark II. 

 A set of lens, from wide to tele. 

 Shoulder mount for the camera, set up with matte box and follow focus. 

 A set of 4 Tripods. 

 2 led lights (from 3200°K to 5600°K) 

 Slidecam (a support with rails and a little dolly where to mount the camera, about 2m long). 

 Little steadycam support (no arm and no jacket) 

 1 boom set with Sennheiser shootgun microphone 

 1 audio recorder (Tascam) 

 1 light reflector panel 

 Ciak and useful tools (scotch tapes, parchment paper, scissor and screwdrivers). 

 GoPro 3+ 

 

A drone for panoramic shootings has been rented for half a day (around five hours). 

 

Nothing has been bought, allowing for a very important cost reduction on production tools. The 

awareness of the limits and performances of this technical equipment, has avoided the creation of 

unrealistic expectations on the result of some scenes and helped understanding how to shape the 

different scenes while respecting the script’s requirements. The production plan has been shaped 

according to the available gear too. In particular, the lack of a proper lighting system has required 

to schedule some of the scenes in the central hours of the day, in order to use natural light. The 

scenes set in rooms with wide windows have had the priority in the schedule. In some situations 
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we had to compromise on the complexity of some images and avoid photography which would 

require particular lenses, cameras or lights. Nevertheless, the quality of the camera used was high 

enough to allow a good level of photography. Many experiments show the potentialities of this 

camera as well as its versatility and possibility to offer many different kinds of images. Being 

digital, it also allows to install extra programs or software to change or improve the quality of 

frames. For instance, some programs allow RAW video recording, which generates uncompressed 

videos and make them look like they were shot with a big budget camera. Images captured in RAW 

contain more data, making it possible to do more extensive editing such as changing exposure and 

white balance (snapsort.com). 

 

Many featured films include scenes filmed with digital cameras. Movies like “The black swan”, 

“Limitless”, “127 Hours”, “The Avangers” and many others present scenes shot with a Canon 

EOS 5d Mark II (IMDb, 2014), the same we used in our production. Seamus McGarvey, 

cinematographer and director of photography for “The Avengers” stated that these kind of cameras 

“are great for shooting additional angles that give film editors more options for creating powerfully 

immersive and kaleidoscopic views of action scenes” (2012). He recognises in the small size a big 

advantage, since it makes it possible to place the cameras in tight locations close to the big stunts, 

avoiding risks of doing it with bigger cameras and reducing costs of operators and assistants. 

 

c. The director’s inclusive role 

The director is a “film’s artistic maître d’oeuvre” (Hadida, 2009, p.299). He or she is the person in 

charge of a movie’s artistic completion, and has significant influence over the selection of its key 

creative and technical contributors (ibidem). The technical staff includes highly specialised people 

which constitute a relevant and expensive part of the team. Moreover, reasonably, it is never easy 

to find specialised people willing to work for free or with low fees. Our director, as explained, has 

previous experiences both in creative and technical roles and was willing to cover all the tasks 

related to the directing. Indeed, he covered the roles of director, camera operator, director of 

photography, editing and postproduction. He was assisted by other team members in defining and 

fixing lights, focus and other tasks on the set, but he was responsible of the main roles during 
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shootings. Two young cinema students also proposed to assist during the filming, in order to learn 

and get experience. Even though not professionals, their contribution helped in creating better 

solutions for some scenes. They also contributed in realising backstage videos and supported the 

production with their own equipment.  

 

d. The location 

As mentioned, the choice of the location has been a crucial point since the beginning. The rent of 

a location is indeed a very significant cost for a production company. Renting a location would 

have probably allowed us to get access to more technical stuff included in the renting, which could 

have increased the level of the shooting. However, using a private house has allowed greater 

flexibility in the choice of spaces and time. Since the house belongs to one of staff members, it has 

been possible to schedule the shootings according to everyone's availability, without having to 

adapt to the location’s timetables and specific rules. Moreover, the house used was fully furnished, 

which really helped enriching scenes, finding the right props, setting up and changing spaces 

according to the needs. We did not have to buy or rent any piece of furniture or props: a first 

inspection helped understanding what we already had and which extra props we would have 

needed. The set manager listed all the needs for every scene and collected everything either directly 

at the shooting location or borrowing from outside. The main cost for the location was related to 

utilities, in particular the heating.  

 

The advantages of using a private location, with no limits in availability, is also related to logistic 

aspects. Thus, during shooting weekends, cast and crew were always moving to the house and 

staying there for the whole weekend. Having the opportunity to sleep and cook in the same place 

used for filming, dramatically reduced costs of accommodations, transportations and meals. It is 

important to notice that proper planning and organisation was essential: the rooms used for the set 

were at the same time places were the team was living during shooting days. The kitchen used as 

set for several scenes was the same used to cook for the whole team. The same happened with 

bedrooms and dining room. This situation required a very well structured schedule, flexibility and 

rapidity to modify and set up the spaces according to needs.  
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e.  Resources optimization 

The production’s finances were based on a common cash account: each member, cast excluded, 

used to give 10/15 euros every shooting weekend, for a total of around 120 euros per weekend. 

Considering that almost nothing had to be bought for the set, through this very small amount of 

money we managed to cover all the direct expenses of food and of few extra props. The shopping 

for food included each weekend two breakfasts, two dinners and two lunches for a team of 10 to 

15 people. It is important to notice that resources optimization has been the key for not exceeding 

the small budget we disposed. Indeed, for example, the shopping for food was made according to 

the number of people, number of meals, but also according to what was needed in the scene 

scheduled. If in one scene a character was using some ingredients or preparing a sauce, we would 

schedule that scene in the morning and then use the food for our own lunch. The same with fruit, 

bread and vegetables used to enrich the set for scenes in the kitchen or in the living room. This very 

simple example shows how a good planning and wise management of even the simplest resources 

can positively affect the production and strongly contribute in reducing costs. Only few times extra 

money was needed to buy props such as cigarettes, cigars and few other perishable object. 

 

f. Not working for money 

None of the cast and crew members received a salary for their work and collaboration to the project. 

The personal interest in getting experience in the field or, for new members, to experience 

something new, drove each member in taking part and contributing to the project. Strong 

motivation and passion for this field played a very crucial role and can be considered the prime 

reasons why we all engaged in this project. Furthermore, for some people this experience was also 

the occasion to extend their knowledge in the field, either on a managerial or a creative point of 

view. As explain, the production manager had the chance to build the first product of his production 

company, while the actors experienced the work in front of the camera. These important 

motivations justify why everyone accepted to work with no compensation, contributing to a radical 

cost reduction and therefore to the actual feasibility of the project. 
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5.2 Problems arisen during production and relative solutions 

 

During production, we have faced different kinds of problems which have threatened the feasibility 

of the project. Flexibility and creativity have been the main resources to overcome difficulties and 

to avoid stopping or slowing down the production phase. Here we present some of the main 

problems faced by the team and the way the research of solutions has influenced and sometimes 

enriched the creative project. In order to better identify the nature of problems and solutions, we 

are dividing them according to their main causes: lack of experience and lack of resources. 

 

a. Problems due to lack of experience 

Being a young team working together on a creative project has both positive and negative aspects. 

If, on one hand, a young team brings energy, creativity and flexibility to a project, on the other 

hand it is more exposed to risks and mistakes due to short experience and limited knowledge of the 

field. The analysis a posteriori of our production shows many behaviors and decisions caused by 

the lack of enough experience. 

 

Timing: After the script breakdown, we structured a production plan in order to define which scenes 

to film on each shooting day and what was needed for each of them. The decision on how to 

schedule the scenes was taken according to these main variables:  

 

 location;  

 indoor or outdoor scenes;  

 room required: we tended to shoot in the same day or weekend all the scenes set in the same 

room, in order to optimize its preparation;  

 actors involved and their availability;  

 time: shooting in winter time means having few hours of daylight and requires a proper 

plan which schedules in the morning or early afternoon the filming of scenes with events 

happening during the day. The events in our story take place between late morning and 

afternoon, except for few scenes happening in a non-place and no-time;  
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 resources and props needed, mostly if perishable: if a scene involved particular objects or 

the preparation and serving of food and drinks, we tended to schedule them consequently 

in order to use the same resources and avoid wasting time and money to realise or prepare 

new ones;  

 continuity. 

 

Despite the precision and attention dedicated to the development of this production plan, during 

the very first day of shooting we realized the previsions made about the timing of each scene were 

unrealistic and much shorter than the actual time required. Indeed, set preparation, actor rehearsals, 

light and camera setting and shooting trials took much longer than predicted. On the first day of 

shooting, some time was necessary for preparation and trials, mostly because it was a new 

combined team working together for the first time, in a new location. The complexity of some 

scenes and the intention to produce a valuable product not compromising too much on quality, 

played a role as well in slowing down the timing expected. Finally, in the production plan possible 

unexpected events had not been taken into consideration. However, once on the set, few events 

interfered with the filming. They include:  

 

 blackouts; 

 lighting problems; 

 the need to add some props to enrich the spaces which appeared empty once filmed; 

 modifications to the script when the dialogue were weak on not enough communicative.  

 

Even when scenes seem to work well during rehearsals, it might happen that during the real 

shooting the director realizes that the scene does not communicate enough. This means fixing or 

reshaping the scene in terms of script, photography, camera movements or actors interaction.  

 

Roles interferences: Established production teams are based on a very clear division of roles. 

In a small team, it is quite common that roles overlap or that a person covers more than one role. 

This is not only due to the small number of people working at the production, but also to the fact 

that for smaller project some tasks are less time-consuming. For instance, in our case, the 
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responsible for outfits and makeup had to work a lot before the filming of each scene, but only had 

to make few adjustments between the takes. Indeed, actors were not involved in extraordinary 

actions which required changes or that particularly modified hair, clothes or makeup. She therefore 

helped with other tasks during shooting and took care of some backstage photo documentation. 

This turned out very useful also to have documentation to re-create settings, outfits and details for 

continuity between scenes. Even though very convenient, this flexibility in covering different tasks 

can create confusion and generate some misunderstanding in defining who is responsible for what. 

Similarly, it might happen that it is not clear which limitations in responsibility each member has. 

In our case this happened in particular between scriptwriters and director. Usually, the director 

applies his creative view to what has been written by scriptwriters, who also indicate camera 

movements, details to be filmed, sequences and other requests. For previous productions, our 

director had always been the idea generator of the project and the responsible for both creative and 

technical aspects. He therefore used to have more creative freedom, working on a script but also 

letting himself be inspired by the location, the props and the atmosphere of the space. When there 

is no contract to be signed it might be difficult to understand which degree of freedom each role 

has, and previous experiences are taken as models to split responsibilities. The lack of enough 

experience in official productions and the experiences on self-made ones, influenced our visions 

about the role distinction. At the same time, the scriptwriter were at their first experience and had 

wrong expectation about the way the final result is likely to match the idea in their mind. We can 

therefore state that misunderstandings and miscommunications came from a limited knowledge 

about the real responsibility of each role. In our case, the solution to these problems has been found 

in the combined attempt to generate the best possible output, suggesting different options and 

involving the members of the core team in giving opinions and personal points of view. 

 

Continuity: It is always very complex to maintain continuity between scenes when the filming is 

scheduled on different days. The main events of our story take place on the same day. This means 

actors need to wear the same things in the same way, have the same hair, beard, make up, jewellery: 

every detail matters and needs to be perfectly consistent with all the scenes. The same is with the 

set, props and every object the actors use or deal with: the length of a cigar while it is being smoked, 

the amount of water in a glass, the level of candles, the position of objects and so on. This requires 
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attention and precision every time the set is assembled, re-assembled and prepared. It is very easy 

to forget a detail or not to dispose set and props in the same way. The most evident continuity error 

in this experience was forgetting to put a tray with tea cups in the living room, which had been 

served in the previous scene and had been left on purpose on a side table by a character. We filmed 

the two scenes at three weeks distance and we forgot to put it on the set again. We decided to fix 

the error by adding a very short scene where the landlord would go back to the living room and 

collect the tray, in order to justify its absence in the next scene. This extra passage has also been 

used to film some details and add interesting images to the vision of the room given to the audience. 

They included the fireplace, some books, the chessboard and some expressions of the landlord, 

sceptical about the people populating his guesthouse. This approach of adding visual information 

is often used in thriller movies in order to generate curiosity and raise interest for the viewer. 

Indeed, this mistake offered us the opportunity to enrich our material. 

 

Different levels of involvement: When people do not perceive any salary or compensation from 

working on a project, they need to have strong driving forces to motivate them in investing their 

time and resources in something uncertain with no guaranteed success. As explain, all the people 

in the team and the actors took part in the project for passion, personal interest in the production 

and to get experience. For us as a team, it has also meant challenging ourselves in something 

ambitious. However, unavoidably, the levels of involvement of each person were different. All of 

us were working or studying and were generally busy on other everyday life commitments. Being 

part of the project meant dedicating every moment of our free time to its development. Some of us 

took it in a very serious way, behaving as it was a real second job or student job; other ones took it 

more as a side activity to which, even if very seriously, they were willing to dedicate limited time 

and energies. During the shooting months, more committed ones would keep working and 

generating ideas also during the week, other ones were investing energies only on the actual time 

spent on the set during the weekend. Working on the project during weekdays mostly meant 

independently reviewing the scenes scheduled for the weekend and understanding what needed to 

be prepared both on technical and creative side. No extra meetings have been planned during the 

weeks throughout the shooting period. Furthermore, as described above, for some people the 

commitment was very high and this production was a very important experimentation which drove 
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them to the idea of opening a small film production company. The not homogeneous behaviour 

affected the production mostly in terms of time efficiency: some of the members had to adjust every 

time to the new set or scene and were therefore not proactive in finding solutions. Nevertheless, 

the strong motivation and the very good team composition balanced this disuniformity.   

 

Actors’ theatrical approach: Our actors have a theatrical background, based on drama academic 

studies. Most of them had never experienced being on a set before. Their acting abilities were 

evident since the beginning, together with their talent and attention in studying a character and 

exploring his or her features, behaviour and relationship with the others. We never had problems 

related to lack of concentration, lack of memory or unprofessional behaviour on the set. On the 

contrary, actors have been able to enrich their characters through their interpretation and to 

personalize them in a specific way. However, their theatrical experience was very evident in their 

gesture, voice and expressions, resulting exaggerated in front of the camera. We therefore had to 

guide them towards a lighter and more under-toned acting style, more suitable for movies. This 

process had three main steps: rehearsing to check memory and physical interaction, moving the 

scene on the actual space where it takes place, doing the scene in front of the camera and checking 

the effect directly on the screen. Indeed, as explained, it is always important to verify the final 

effect on video, since it might look and sound much different than how it is in reality. This shooting 

trials was also useful to check lights, sounds, photography and any other element to be fixed. After 

this phase all the necessary adjustments were made. However, the lack of an expert able to guide 

the actors, helping them refining and polishing their acting style, generated confusion for the actors 

and slightly affected the final result. Even though we had defined a person in charge for guiding 

the actors on the set, this was not enough in order to reach the best result. It was useful for helping 

the actor matching their characters in terms of intention and behaviours, but in order to modify and 

adjust the acting style to a movie, it is necessary to have a person who knows acting technique and 

how to work on it. Nevertheless, actors were very flexible and managed to understand our needs 

and adjust to what required. 
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b. Problems due to lack of resources 

Basing a production on a very limited budget means compromising on some producing factor. 

Many aspects of the script have been reshaped to make them affordable. Indeed, the first version 

of the script was very close to The Mousetrap, even if adapted to a new contest and younger actors. 

However, the narration required few more elements we would have not been able to gather or 

create. The main solution to these problems was to work at a script adaptation to the resources 

available. Having already analyzed the cost reduction strategies applied, we can now describe some 

of the problems faced for lack of money and other technical resources and the solutions developed 

to solve them. We aim at showing how, from problems, the production team has been able to 

generate additional creative feature to the production. 

 

Set and location: One of the first problems faced, was the impossibility to recreate some conditions 

required in the story. In the original narration the characters get stuck in the guesthouse because of 

a snow storm. They are not able to leave the house and the village since the streets are not 

practicable and public transportation do not work in those condition. This situation makes it 

possible for the murder to act on his victims. Recreating snow was a very complex task and even 

though snowfalls happen in the area during winter, it was very inconvenient to base shooting days 

on weather conditions. It was therefore necessary to find an alternative solution to justify the fact 

that the group of people was not able to leave the house.  

Furthermore, nowadays it is really unusual not to be able to communicate through any device. We 

therefore decided to set the story in the nineties, where communication systems were less 

developed and there was higher possibility not to be reachable. This decision brought a new 

element to the narration and required some work in developing ideas to make the nineties 

atmosphere be visible or, at least, to give evidence that the events were not taking place at our days. 

This implied working on outfits which could be able to fit the character and his or her personality 

and to be coherent with the nineties style. The responsible for costumes and makeup prepared a 

profile with some options for each character and  asked them to bring their own clothes according 

to the indications. The whole team contributed by bringing possibly useful pieces of clothing, as 

well as objects and props. Shooting in a house which had been inhabited by a family for many 
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years helped as well: we therefore used many objects, pieces of furniture and clothes we found 

there. This decision also required to adjust few lines, introducing comments on some events 

happening in those times and eliminating references to actual habits or goods not existing before.   

 

Our impossibility to pay a rent for shooting locations required us to rethink some dynamics. Indeed, 

the location we used for internal shooting was very appropriate but could not be used for external 

shootings: the house was meant to be isolated while from our location it was easy to see other 

houses around. We decided to do internal and external shootings separately, and to find a house to 

use only for the few scenes where guest were arriving to the guesthouse. This decision translated 

on one hand in the research of another location and, on the other hand, in some more script 

adjustments. In particular, it has been necessary to avoid filming too many details of windows or 

door, and to use a particular lightening to reduce the possibility to see outside the window glasses.  

 

Technical gears: The set of production tools we disposed for the shootings was appropriate and of 

good quality. However, having more specific gears would have enriched the overall quality and 

reduced technical imprecisions. In particular, we would have benefited from having more and 

different lights to recreate some atmospheres and to increase the possibilities to film also with 

reduced daylight. A very useful tool would have been also an extra microphone to allow an higher 

quality of sound and to follow the actors in their scenic movements. Finally, a stabilizer would 

have reduced the typical movements of the camera when it is being used with no tripod, for example 

in steadycam shootings. 

 

Time management: Having a wider budget would have allowed us to pay for technicians and actors 

who could also guarantee a constant presence. Indeed, scheduling the shooting trying to match 

everyone’s availability was really demanding and guaranteed a very limited time on the set, which 

did not allow for extra shootings or more relaxed schedules. However, one of the main strength of 

this project is the common passion of a group of people willing to invest time and energies on a 

self-made creative product. Having paid people on the set would have changed its nature and 

probably transformed its intentions.  
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5.3 Backstage videos 

 

We are now concluding our analysis presenting important information collected watching all the 

backstage videos. As explained, our investigation also includes a more objective semi-external 

point of view of the one of us who worked at the pre-production but was not physically present on 

the set. In order to have a deeper comprehension and a wider vision of the topic, we decided to 

exploit this dual vision elaborating the impressions the semi-external member had in watching 

backstage videos. This practice aims at enriching the insights from the participant observation. The 

dual point of view approach helped us having a more complete vision of our research study. 

 

a. Set 

 

Watching the backstage video it is immediate to notice that all the shooting took place in a private 

house: it was not a set built for the occasion, but an actual house where people used to live. 

Everything looks cosy and seems perfectly aligned with the script of the first episodes of Fabulae, 

even though the furniture has not been built ad hoc. The decision of using a real and natural place, 

not filming the movie in a studio, helped adding a sense of realism. It was also helpful in order to 

avoid empty spaces, which always need to be filled with external props. On the set used for Who’s 

afraid of the big wolf? the presence of mirrors, curtains, paintings and all background in the rooms, 

was a strong emotional element influencing also the mood on the scene. Furthermore, it is a clear 

example of a money-saving solution, since they did not spend any money on rent and furniture.  

 

b. The atmosphere on set: passion and motivation 

 

The backstage videos include glances on breaks and free time moments, where it is easy to notice 

how all the people appearing are very passionate with the project. Their expressions and the visible 

effort they were putting in every scene clearly show they are moved by a real personal interest. The 

director seems the most passionate about the project. He is not only working behind the camera; 

he is also helping the actors on the scene and taking everyone back on work when the crew starts 

joking or being distracted. He is the one screaming “lights, camera, action”, making the team ready 

to start. Even in the silence, it is possible to feel the set alive because the atmosphere is positive 
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and full of intentions. Passion involves and brings together a group of people that start working as 

a unique mind. It also helps dealing with unexpected situations that may occur during the filming, 

such as the car accident the main actor had while driving to the set. A frame indeed shows his 

arrival on the set and the prompt and positive reaction the team had in supporting him, even with 

jokes, and in helping him quickly getting ready for the scenes. 

 

c. Roles and Hierarchy 

 

All the people working on the set look like a big family. It is something easy to see since they are 

joking and helping each other as much as they can. It does not seem like a set where people are 

unified only by a professional relationship. The friendships between the crew and the actors is 

essential: finding the strength in each other helps releasing the pressure and maintaining the interest 

alive. The roles sometimes appear to be not really defined: everyone seems to know exactly which 

tasks are related to their roles, but they also do not deny helping in other situations not directly 

related to what their are supposed to do. In some moments this lack of precise division seems to 

create confusion and misunderstanding. Usually either the director or the production manager re-

establishes the order on the set. Some situations where roles were shifted clearly appear in the 

backstage videos. They include the director helping reshaping the script in order to adapt it to new 

conditions and some crew members acting as background actors in a scene. Something evident is 

that, even if there is no one considered like a unique boss, everyone is respecting the others. 

 

d. Time is precious 

 

Independents have a limited budget to work with; time is precious and the shooting needs to be 

done in the shortest time, otherwise other costs will be added on the list, related to extra shooting 

days. Furthermore, as previously explained, all the members of the team have limited availability 

and, because of study and work reasons, they can be on the set only on weekends. Backstage 

moments show discussions about being late compared to the schedule planned. Crew members 

keep motivating each other and the production manager tries to speed up the rhythm of work. In 

some moments the different approach is evident: people who work with no pressure on the final 

result are more focused on doing a scene over and over to reach the best results, while other 
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members such as the production manager, who has deadlines and new commercial requirement to 

respect, is much more focused on the schedule.  

 

e. Technologies 

 

In the videos, it is possible to see all the technologies used on the set. The director is using a middle-

range DSLR camera fixed on a tripod so that the filming can be steady and motionless. For the 

audio recording only one directional microphone is used, also known as shotgun, connected to its 

audio recorder. Always present on the set are the led lights, a slidecam, the ciak and all the useful 

tools such as screwdrivers and scotch tapes.  Compared to traditional backstage images we are used 

to see, it is particularly noticeable how the dimension of all the equipment is dramatically reduced 

and much easier to handle and move. 

 

f. Difficulties 

 

Several elements show the lack of a professional team with a set of proper resources to use in 

emergencies. A very simple but immediate example can be noticed in the make-up and costumes 

department. Actors do not have a back-up outfit in case something breaks or is ruined. In one of 

the backstage videos, the main actress makes jokes about her broken stocking and tries not to show 

the broken parts on camera. In terms of make-up and hair-dressing much attention was paid in 

order to make the actors look the same in every scene since all the events take place in the same 

day but the shooting was spread throughout more than a month. Furthermore, shooting the entire 

movie with one single camera required filming scenes several times, from different angles with a 

time consuming process. The shooting was slowed down even by disturbing noises coming from 

the outside; during those moments the crew had to stop the filming and waiting for silence to be 

back. Finally, since the script was written without a clear idea of the budget, during the shooting 

the lack of resources required making some changes on the script in order to adapt the scenes to 

the resources available.  
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5.4 Internal insights based on interviews to team members 

 

After having described and analysed the production phase and presented the dynamics on the set 

from our dual point of view, we realized it would have been useful to enrich our vision by 

interviewing people involved in the project since the beginning. We decided to collect information 

from people who had experienced the same production process on different levels of contribution. 

For the managerial and strategic side we interviewed Diego (PM) the production manager, 

coordinator of the project and founder of his own production company; for the creative aspect we 

interviewed Alessandro (D) the director, who was responsible for creative and technical aspects 

but also took part in initial decision, and Daniele (A), one of the main actors who also collaborated 

in the scriptwriting. We decided not to have a unique meeting with the three interviewees together, 

in order to avoid them being influenced by each other in their answers. Instead, we conducted 

written interviews based on similar questions. When shaping the structure for these interviews, we 

decided to follow few main points and to prepare questions they could answer directly. We did not 

ask about the contest we already know, but about personal reasons, feelings, experience, and points 

of view. Still maintaining the differences given by the roles covered, we tried to focus on few main 

guidelines, in order to extract a multifaceted vision of the same steps. Some of the reasons and 

answers given by the three interviewee are very similar and give evidences of the strength of the 

team in its shared passion, motivation and determination. Other answers clearly show how the 

introduction of commercial logics throughout the production process changed the dynamics and 

objectives between the team members. 

 

a. Getting involved 

The two main dimensions of the project, creative and managerial, started working together in the 

figures of director, production manager and scriptwriters since the initial phases. The reasons for 

participating are similar for the three interviewees and always bring passion and interest as the 

main driving forces. The actor and co-scriptwriter, a new member of the team, explained us that he 

accepted with no hesitation, being “keen on the idea of working to the development of that story 

in a  para-cinematographic version and to experience acting on a set” (A). Other strong common 
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motivations were being interested in the story and its atmosphere, interest in re-creating that story 

through a different means, getting more experience (PM; D), or approaching a new experience (A) 

in the movie making process. The possibility of a commercial dimension for the project was a 

motivational lever for the production manager and the actor/co-scriptwriter; not for the director, 

who took part in the project with no interest in its potential success on the market, but for mere 

passion in moviemaking and storytelling. The affinity to Christie’s genre and style especially 

played a central role in his decision to embrace the project, much more than any other commercial 

matter. The actor also mentioned the possibility of creating a network in this field as another reason 

motivating him in joining the production even if not paid. Finally, the production manager 

underlined the value of having a strong and close team to work with: the harmony he already had 

with the historical members of the team made the bases for starting the work. 

 

b. Difficulties 

The difficulties perceived appear to be different between the interviewees. The lack of money and 

restricted time and resources are common reasons of strain for the team, but other deeper reasons 

seem to affect them even more. According to both the production manager and the director, the 

main difficulties have been caused by the different intentions of the people involved. Their answers 

confirm what explained in the analysis about the different levels of involvement and its negative 

effect on the production. “I haven’t felt close to the idea of transforming the project, since the 

influence of commercial logics brought in different goals, affecting the nature of the project and 

reducing the original role that passion was playing”(D). This turning point had indeed very 

different effects on the people involved: if on some people such as the production manager it 

motivated and pushed in doing things better and faster to have a final product ready as soon as 

possible, on other people such as the director it took away the real spirit and creative philosophy. 

Another difficulty, according to the director, regards the legitimisation of roles: nobody was expert 

in the script writing and the three people covering that role were experiencing that process for the 

first time. The director contributed with suggestions on how to make the story more fluent and how 

to raise the tension throughout the scenes. However, nobody was a real expert and “everyone felt 

legitimated in thinking that his own personal taste was ideal and efficient for the final result (D)”. 
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This situation generated some disagreements, overcome by compromises between the parts, which 

“unavoidably influenced the approach to the work (D)”. 

Furthermore, each of them identified three main challenges related to their position. The production 

manager found his coordinating role very demanding and explained his difficulty in asking 

professional actors to work for free. Creating interest in the project “and making them fall in love 

with the idea was the best way to involve them in a constructive way”(PM). The director found 

very complicated creating lighting coherence between the scenes. As previously explained, the 

reduced natural light available during the winter days we scheduled for our shootings made it 

difficult to give always the impression that the scenes were all taking place in the late morning. 

“The main challenge have been structuring framings and photography in order to create a credible 

visual narration” (D). Finally, the actor found it challenging to reach the right balance in its acting 

technique, since acting in front of a camera “requires a different focus to convince yourself that 

nothing and nobody is around you and that you are really in the situation you are picturing” (A). 

He realised that on the set it is essential for actors to have a single person to rely on for acting 

indications and movements. 

 

c. Completion of the project: the crucial factors 

We particularly stressed on the question of what, according to them, made it possible to complete 

the project, despite the reduced resources. We aimed at understanding which elements were 

considered crucial for the completion of the project. As explained, the work on the set had to be 

scheduled only during weekend to match everyone’s availability. Even though the schedule was 

very tight, none of the interviewees perceived the work as a big effort “since we knew we were 

working with the same goal of creating something unique” (D). Sharing objectives appears to be a 

strong driving force, able to push everyone to “put themselves in the game and easily bear the 

twelve hours on the set per day” (PM). The positive atmosphere and cohesiveness of the group has 

also been mentioned by the three interviewee as one of the essential elements of this project, where 

every moment of the day (work, breaks, preparation, cooking, eating and rest) was shared. 

Curiosity also played a role in keeping the group motivated, mostly for the ones at their first 

experience on a set, moved by the “expectations about the final result”(A). For someone, being 

involved in a creative process is an “unavoidable necessity” (D). When this necessity becomes a 
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common feeling between the majority of members, the whole team becomes stronger: “in moments 

of weakness the group was supporting itself, while in positive moments the team spirit used to 

strengthen the closeness and empathy of the members” (D). Everyone indeed outlined passion, 

motivation and team cohesiveness as the main crucial factors able to generate the best solution to 

the problems given by being a young independent movie production, with an almost nonexistent 

budget. 

 

d. Inclusive figures 

The three interviewees have played a very important roles during the development of the process. 

We therefore considered interesting hearing how they perceive their figures meant to cover 

different tasks. 

 

Production manager. Head of the project, from the development to the distribution and promotion, 

considers his role originated from his bivalent personality and his education. “I started creating 

stories and imagining how to bring them to life since I was 14. However I was much more keen on 

the production aspects than in the creative ones”(PM). The combination of these two elements and 

the creative-managerial background are the basis for being a creative manager, “who needs to put 

more madness in his works than a traditional manager does” (PM). 

 

Director. Director, camera operator and responsible of creative and technical aspects, explains that 

his figure has been generated by the technological development. “I love my role, whenever I have 

a new idea I can develop and create it by myself, without depending on other people”(D). Indeed, 

the democratisation in the access and use of cameras and technical equipment has allowed creative 

figures to approach the field in a broader way, “generating the actual video maker, who 

incorporates in a single person the roles traditionally covered by at least four people (auteur, 

director, director of photography, editing)” (D).  

 

Actor/co-scriptwriter. He approached a completely new experience in both the dimensions: he is a 

theater actor but had never experienced acting in front of the camera nor the process of 

scriptwriting. However, his strong background in a very important drama school made him 
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potentially adapt for these roles. “As an actor, I found myself in the very delicate position of 

mediating between the clear images I had in my mind from the writing phase and the blurry one I 

had of the actual result of each scene”(A). He in fact followed the very important passage from the 

words to the actual scenes and considers coordination between the different creative parts essential 

for a smooth production process. 

 

e. Business model 

We decided to direct questions related to managerial and strategic aspects only to the production 

manager and the director, being the actor only involved in the creative side. Both of them said that 

they did not work according to a defined business model, since the destination of the project was 

not clear. “It was an error of mine not trying to analyse and understand the market before structuring 

the project, we did not have enough instruments to build a real plan” (PM). However, none of them 

thinks there is a best practice to apply to an independent production, nor real standardized processes 

other than the division of the production in the typical phases of traditional production. Indeed, 

every independent production has its own story and there are too many “unpredictable and 

uncertain factors that prevent from building standardized processes” (D). However, they both think 

some key elements need to be taken always into account:  

 

 a clear division of roles, “even though it is natural that in a product like this they might mix 

and become flexible” (PM),  

 what the story wants to tell 

 which resources the team already owns or can easily access  

 

Creativity needs to be used also while adapting an idea to the available resources, such as locations, 

props, actors. “Our best strategy has been trying, making mistakes and trying again” (PM).  
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Chapter 6 - Secondary Case Studies 

Based on interviews with independent producers and directors 

 

This chapter presents five case studies based on interviews conducted with independent producers 

and directors of independent movie projects. Each case is introduced by a brief overview of the 

main productions directed or produced by the interviewee, followed by the elaboration of their 

answers according to main topics relevant to our research. Each interviewee’s case is presented 

separately, following the same structure in order to make differences and similarities more evident 

for the purpose of our analysis. We present them in chronological order according to date the 

interview took place. 

 

6.1 Giacomo Abbruzzese (G.A.) 

Archipel, Stella Maris, This is the way 

Interview conducted via Skype on 22nd September, 2015. 

 

 

 

Giacomo Abbruzzese is an italian movie director who graduated at Le Fresnoy, a French school of 

contemporary arts, and started his career as independent filmmaker during the university years. He 

worked at some productions with a group of friends moving his first steps in this world; “at that 

time, becoming a director was a mirage” (G. A.). He spent two years in Palestinian working in the 

national TV and started shooting his first low-budget movies, such as Archipel. Winning a context 
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with the school Le Fresnoy was his breakthrough, which allowed him shooting movies being 

financed and produced by the school. He also collaborated with a production studio called La Lune, 

which fund two of his short movies This is the way and Stella Maris. Most of his works have been 

screened at many international festivals, some of them have been presented at the Cinématèque 

Française and broadcasted in several TV-channels. He received many awards that gave him more 

visibility around the world and the possibility to became a bigger producer. In 2013 he was selected 

by the Cannes Film Festival for the Cinefondation Residence to develop his first feature film. 

 

The projects 

Giacomo Abbruzzese has realised several short movies that won different prizes in international 

independent festivals. During the interview we discussed the following three production, 

particularly consistent with our study:  

 

 Archipel (2010). It follows the story of a young Palestinian who illegally enters in Israel 

passing under the Wall through the sewers. For this short movie he received a €8.000 budget 

from a sponsor. Considering the fact that all the crew moved to Palestinian for the shooting, 

the budget was not able to cover all the production costs. Giacomo indeed implemented 

new strategies to collect the money.  He established a partnership with the French consulate 

in Jerusalem, who paid their flights in exchange of the director offering workshops and 

movie lectures to students. Giacomo also arranged an agreement to co-produce the movie 

with Palestinian, offering some help to the cinema school there. These contact come from 

his previous experience in that country, where he has been living for two years. 

Furthermore, each member of the crew agreed on working with a forfait and not with a 

daily salary. 

 

 Stella Maris (2014). Short film with a very long development phase, which required two 

years of preparation and fundraising before the shooting. It was given a budget of €120.000. 

Even though it might seem a high amount of money for an independent, Giacomo explained 

that it was really hard to respect the budget limits. Thus, the movie involved very expensive 
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scenes such as fires, underwater shootings, 300 figurants and many other expensive 

contents. Stella Maris is closer to a feature film realised for a more industrial destination. 

 

 This is the way (2014). Docufiction shot in Netherland using only an iPhone 5 and without 

the help of a crew; he only had assistance in editing and post-production phases. It was 

produced while developing Stella Maris, “I was tired of being in this dynamic of waiting 

for answers, I had to take a new challenge” (G.A.). He therefore asked a €5.000 budget to 

a French producer he had met in a previous festival, promising to realise a short movie with 

that small budget. The idea came from listening to a real story of a girl, who had previously 

seen and appreciated his movie Fireworks. The small and circumscribed dimension, 

reduced use of technical equipment and innovative language worked positively, since the 

movie paid back. 

 

Issues and difficulties faced by the crew 

According to Giacomo, the extent to which an independent exploits resources compromising on 

some extra advantages, mostly depends on your age and career stage. Asking people to work for 

free and applying strategies to save money, is something typical for a beginner. “It all depends on 

your age, your career stage and which kind of film you want to produce: if you are producing a 

full-length film, asking people to work for free is ridiculous” (G.A.). Once he started working in a 

more professional way, he decided to always save part of the budget to pay the people working for 

him. Following this more balanced way of working means having higher budgets, which is a 

struggle Giacomo is always facing. Even though his reputation is growing, finding investors is 

always a challenge. The main difficulties he faces are indeed related to the pre-production phase 

where he needs to find all the resources, without compromising too much on content and quality 

of his projects. 

 

Financing Strategies 

Giacomo’s movies have been financed mostly by private investors. He had two collaborations with 

the French production studio called La Luna, where Sébastien Hussenot funded and produced his 
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movies This is the way and Stella Maris. However, as explained, he had to wait almost two years 

to receive the money and to define the production of Stella Maris; in the meanwhile, he asked 

Hussenot more money to film in two months another short movie. He also managed to receive 

funds for his movies through the establishment of important partnerships. Being his movies 

historically and socially relevant, connecting with consulates and public entities was the right move 

to start raising money as well as approvals. As explained, he also collaborated with some schools 

sharing his knowledge through workshops, in exchange of support.  

 

Business Model 

“Filmmakers need to dedicate the right amount of time to planning”(G.A.). A good and reliable 

plan helps reducing unexpected costs and avoiding delays due to inadequate resources. The 

director, the director’s assistant and the producer are in charge of developing a plan, since they 

have the clearest idea of the objectives, the resources available, the feasibility and destination of 

the project. According to his experience, a good planning needs three weeks to be properly 

structured. The director needs to be very specific, without underestimating the time needed on the 

set. The producer, on his hand, knows the resources available and needs to understand how to 

balance resources and needs. The plan needs to include a precise evaluation of how many shooting 

days are needed, how much money, which kind of resources and the amount required. Through the 

plan it is also crucial to understand how many people are needed. After all the practical aspects, 

our interviewee explained the importance of analysing possible end markets: the planning phase is 

the time when first distribution strategies are developed. His answers show how, in his approach, 

a complete vision of the project is necessary and needs to be implemented since the very first 

stages. He also explained us some common strategies we are now only briefly explaining. There 

are two main kinds of producers: big producers and small producers. Big producers usually have a 

lot of money and select movies that can be successful with a larger audience, aiming for big circuits 

like television. They are business oriented and usually produce films which have chances to make 

relevant gross profits. However, sometimes they invest on short movies to see how a particular 

director works and, if the product is good and pays back, they might keep investing on him or her 

on full-length movies. Small producers have less money available and usually try to create a 

synergy with a young director to start working and growing together. It is the best opportunity for 
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them to enter some circuits and increase their visibility, usually through festivals. “Knowing where 

you are going helps shaping planning and production” (G. A.): in Abbruzzese’s vision it is 

extremely important to define a project’s objectives, as well as the suitable circuits for the product.  

 

Impact of technological and digital advances 

Technological advances allowed Giacomo working with a more compact, affordable equipment 

that helped keeping the budget down and experiencing new and different ways of movie making. 

This is the way, filmed using an iPhone 5 and without the help of a crew, is the clearest example of 

how digitalisation has opened new opportunities. Without high performing technologies, he would 

not have been able to take his challenge in producing this short movie. Furthermore, a smartphone 

gave a sense of immediacy in shooting, aiming for a new aesthetic. It is important to remind that 

Giacomo Abbruzzese started as an independent but with a solid educational background in the 

field. As a consequence, his quality standards might be higher than the young independent’s ones. 

For these last ones, shooting with a smartphone might be the only option to make a movie, while 

for our interviewee this was a challenging way to fill a waiting period. 

 

Being an independent 

As Giacomo explained, the reason why he started making movies is because he had and still has 

something to tell. Movies are his tools to send a message to people, even if this means working and 

adjusting his ideas and ambitions on a smaller budget, he wants “to take a walk with the viewer 

and travel together in a world made by his own imagination”(G.A.). Being an independent means 

making mistakes in terms of creative decisions as well as planning, budgeting and resource 

management. “In the very beginning, when you start approaching movie production, the most 

important thing is just doing, taking the best out of every small production or shooting experience, 

trying to get involved in as many situations as you can. Everything is allowed when you are young 

and need to get experience: you don’t mind working for free.” (G.A.). Indeed, according to Levison 

(2003), in the nineties the philosophy of indie filmmakers was “just do it, just get something made”. 

Giacomo explained us that this initial period usually shapes the intention of being an independent, 

a path driven by passion and usually based on a collective of young people interested in this practice 

and willing to collaborate and help each other with their resources and capabilities.  
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6.2 Giovanni Esposito (G.E.) 

Milano Underground 

Face-to-face interview conducted on 30th October 2015 

 

 

 

The following paragraphs present and analyse the web series Milano Underground, focusing on 

the features that can enrich and provide relevant information to our research. The following 

information are based on researches on the web and especially on the face-to-face interview we 

had with Giovanni Esposito, content developer and creative director who first generated the idea 

for Milano Underground. This web series was awarded by different festivals including Roma Web 

Fest 2014, KoWebFest 2015 and Euro Film Festival. 

 

The project 

Milano Underground is a web series structured in four episodes, set in Milan Metro stations and 

trains. Each episode lasts around 8 minutes. Four different directors have been involved: each 

episode is auto conclusive, presents new characters, new storylines and a different director. The 

format is part of a wider project, which aims at producing other series in different European cities, 

based on the same format. Thus, Milano Underground is meant to be the "zero episode" of a set of 
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series realized in different cities' underground lines. This is particularly interesting for our case 

since, according to the creator's words, Milano Underground can be considered a "pilot series" for 

this project. Once again, the pilot logic works in order to test a product, present it to potential 

partners or realities, understand its impact and interest and gain visibility. 

 

Milano Underground has been defined a "serie d'autore" (auteur series), since its features and style 

are much closer to movies than to web or TV productions. It is also meant to be an historic and 

social document. Some of the features which make it closer to movie language than to web-

conceived audio-visual, include its narration style that allows the audience to get to know the 

characters and some of their psychological traits, even though in few minutes. Great attention is 

put in photography and filming and in the attempt to tell a story also through atmospheres, lights 

and sounds. Many closes ups help investigating feelings and thoughts, while representing 

weaknesses, obsessions, fears, happiness or satisfaction. These elements give continuity to all the 

episodes, but each episode has its own features given by the presence of a different directors. Points 

of view, characters and actors change each time and connection between episodes is created 

through few elements, such as characters from a previous episode appearing in the next one.  

 

It is important to notice that, for Milano Underground production, a very traditional approach has 

been adopted from the very beginning, in order to build a stronger and solid structure able to 

support the idea development. Indeed, despite being an independent, the content developer based 

many choices on traditional practices, typical of the movie industry. After generating the idea he 

started looking for a producer to flank him throughout the production. Because of organisational 

difficulties, from the idea generation to the effective beginning of the filming two years passed.  

 

Issues and difficulties faced by the crew 

Making a movie always means combining creativity with organisation and good management. Film 

production factors are brought in and assembled by the producers and the artistic and technical 

teams during a film’s production process. They include creative factors and organizational factors 

such as its production cost and the interactions between film genre participants (Hadida, 2009). 
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Giovanni, project creator, has played a vital role in combining these aspects, facing both creative 

and managerial problems before and through production.  

 

 Issues during pre-production phase: the main difficulty faced during pre-production was 

the relationship with ATM, the company managing Milan underground lines. All the scenes 

take place either inside the station or on trains. ATM was not willing to give the permission, 

essential for the filming to take place. "Organizational and managerial problems arose and 

dramatically slowed down the production process. It seemed it was not possible to reach an 

agreement and, even though the pre-production was completed and all the production plan 

done, we gave up on the idea and put the project in stand-by" (G.E.). The contribution of 

the Lombardia Film Commission helped convincing ATM of the importance and richness 

of this project, which is a mirror of the current society in this historical moment. The series 

is not mere entertainment but wants to “tell a story, generate a way to save the memory of 

an historical moment, a generation, a place in the city of Milan” (G.E.). The team finally 

got the approval to film for free inside the underground areas and was guaranteed the 

presence of ATM people to support during the shooting. This decision came from the 

realization from ATM members of the social, cultural and historical importance of this 

project. 

 

 Issues during production and filming: during the filming, stations and trains were still 

opened to people since the normal movement of these places is what the series wants to see 

and tell. However, it was not possible to ask every person passing by during the shooting 

to sign a releasing. This issue required the team to develop a different photography and 

filming style: in most scenes, the camera plays with focus and out of focus faces and figures, 

avoiding direct recognition of people in the take. This gives a strong personality to the 

shooting and editing style. Another problem, which finally turned into a new, creative 

solution, was related to inappropriate enlightenment and impossibility to ask for stronger 

or different lights. This limit turned into the solution of using neon lights, together with the 

ones already present in stations and trains, in order to create an atmosphere and 

communicate a stronger idea of underground setting. 
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Financing strategies 

Milano Underground has the fundamental support of two production companies: Bananas and One 

Production, which financed with a €25.000 budget. Even though it cannot be completely defined 

as an independent production, the team’s approach is very consistent with the practices presented 

in this research and very useful for us in order to study independents’ attitude towards movie 

business. Furthermore, the content developer and the directors involved have experience as 

independents. Even if production companies guarantee a strong support, the team needs to find 

ways to collect more money and to establish new partnerships. Milano Underground team is 

working to develop different strategies for fund raising. They are oriented towards two main 

systems: storytelling and sponsor-buy. 

 

The logic behind these approaches lies in the idea that sharing values is a strong but not invasive 

way to promote. The decision was to avoid the usual product placement in order not to influence 

the narration and the photography with external elements. They are therefore trying to develop 

different communication strategies, which do not force the insertion of logos, brands or 

consumption goods in the narration. Instead, they want to leverage on perceptions and on the 

objects and brands’ ability to tell a story. The idea behind storytelling and sponsor-buy strategies 

is to promote and give visibility to these brands by communicating their values through the 

narration.  

 

The team is now working on EasyJet values of “moving generation”. Milano Underground, and its 

following episodes potentially filmed in other cities, is set inside metro stations and trains, places 

where thousands of people move and travel everyday. Stations are places of meeting, separations, 

and unexpected encounters. They can be starting points or destinations. These characteristics make 

them similar to an airport even though people travel for smaller distances. Working on the common 

values and leveraging on the fact that EasyJet constantly advertises inside metro lines can bring 

reciprocal values to both realities.  
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Business model 

Building a clear business model is very important to succeed. However, when dealing with products 

subjected to high uncertainty, a well-structured business model might not be enough. “Business 

model is a very delicate key, in movie business there is not a unique and certain business model to 

follow” (G.E.). This characteristic requires productions to structure models and plans according to 

their objective and resources and makes it very hard to follow a pre-established and generally 

shaped structure. “It is something which requires creativity and great flexibility” (G.E.). 

 

Milano Underground production has used a traditional approach on two main levels: 

 

1. Producers: as mentioned above, the project creator has looked for a production company to 

support the project and give it a sort of security. This approach is very common in Italian 

film projects, which are usually conceived by the directors who look for a producer once 

the idea has already been generated (Delmestri et al, 2005).  

 

2. Communication: in addition to web and social media communication, the production team 

has tried to reach different newspapers, both specialised and not. Furthermore, the way the 

message has been structured is not only based on immediacy, typical of web and social 

media platforms, but also wants to give relevance to the content. This is why the definition 

“auteur web series” was introduced, in order to communicate that the series carries a 

message related to many different stories; its aim is not only to entertain, but also to narrate 

a reality everyone might know, by picturing the current society and its life, relationships 

and binds.  

 

Impact of technological and digital advances 

"Movie production has known important changes from the nineties: everyone could buy a camera 

and become a director. With the introduction of YouTube, the revolution brought by technology 

has affected the distribution phase as well. Everyone can make movies. The drawback is that bad 

movies can circulate as well as good ones. The democratization brought by technology, which Italy 

has known a bit later than other countries, has indeed both positive and negative effects. We aim 
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at taking advantage of this new cheaper and easier ways to produce, while protecting and producing 

good quality products" (G.E.). Indeed, this project has been conceived with important objectives 

in terms of quality of narration, creative contribution and high-level photography, filming and 

editing. This intention is also consistent with the internationality the projects wants to achieve, by 

leveraging on the basic format of telling everyday life stories in a common setting. 

 

Being an independent 

Being an independent makes it possible to have complete control over a product and to make 

decisions without being influenced or directed by a bigger entity. “It means having creative power, 

being able to work on your own project as it was a white paper. You need to be aware of what you 

are creating: being an independent gives you freedom as well as full responsibility on the destiny 

of your product” (G.E.). Planning is essential to understand the resources needed and allocating 

them in the right way along the whole and complex process of making a movie. According to 

Giovanni’s vision, having some big partner can be both an advantage and a limitation. Thus, as he 

explained, being supported by a production or distribution company allows for bigger budget, more 

technical and financial resources, a complete crew and more concrete possibilities for the movie to 

be promoted and distributed. Furthermore, when working with big groups, independents and their 

teams can benefit from the experience and know-how people in the field unavoidably share when 

working on a new production. This gives opportunities for an independent and his team to learn 

and take advantage from financial, strategical but also experiential point of view. On the other 

hand, independents working with no official commitments with bigger companies can enjoy 

creative and decision-making freedom. “Being by yourself is a big challenge. You can make 

mistakes and learn from them: making bad decisions can be really negative for your project, but 

gives you the great opportunity to learn from your own errors” (G.E.). 

 

Another important aspect of being an independent is the ability to turn problems into new creative 

solutions. This is when, according to Giovanni, creative thinking and problem-solving abilities play 

a central role in translating problems into opportunities. “It never means degenerating the nature 

of a project, -we would have never changed the location for a quiet or more suitable for shooting 

area - but using limits to generate new creative and meaningful solutions” (G.E.).  
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6.3 Lucio Laugelli (L.L.) 

Stanwood Studio 

Multi-stage interview conducted through emails on 23nd November 2015 and following days  

 

 

 

 

Lucio Laugelli is one of the founders of an independent production company originally called 

“Middle Crossing Productions”, active since 2009. The company has produced a large number of 

short movies very popular on the web and distributed through the most famous video platforms as 

YouTube, Vimeo or through the participation to independent movies festivals. With some historic 

members of the old production company, he opened Stanwood Studio, a new independent 

production company active on new projects and activities. 

 

The project 

Lucio Laugelli started being active in the field in 2009 by making some short movies productions 

using semi-professional gears. Moved by his childhood dream to work in the movie industry, he 

focused his studies on cinema and communication. During the university years, he had the chance 

to be part of “Middle Crossing Productions”, a project born as a spin-off of the university online 

magazine “Paper Street”. The members were a group of movie enthusiastic sharing the same 

passion for cinema and film production. Through “Middle Crossing”, the team had the opportunity 

to experience movie-making practices in low-budget conditions and to develop new strategies to 

succeed in this world. Especially, they had the possibility to meet people able to help them turning 

their passion into a real activity. “Succeeding when you are a beginner is also about luck: meeting 

the right people has been the main factor helping me creating my first works” (L.L). These people 

include new members who joined the team, people involved in the field and able to give advices 
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and suggestions, other ones willing to support their projects and finally small private investors and 

partners. In 2013, they managed to turn moviemaking in their real job.  

 

After the end of his studies there was no point in continuing this project related to “Middle 

Crossing” and “Paper Street”. Lucio therefore moved his efforts into the start of a new company 

called Stanwood Studio where he is working as a director and video maker. This step signed his 

decision to undertake this project as his personal career, devoting efforts and professional approach 

to the new activity. With Stanwood Studio they started having small budgets to work with. Even 

though not always guaranteed, this money allowed projects to effectively start. Born as an 

independent production company, Stanwood Studio also differentiates itself by offering five main 

services: 

 

 production of video clips, promotional videos, reports and short movies production 

 social media management and communication strategies 

 event and wedding planner 

 photography (for ceremonies and event or for promotional and communication uses) 

 advertising graphics 

 

One of the latest Stanwood Studio’s projects is a mini-series called Su Marte non c’è il mare. The 

budget for the project is around €12.000, available to the company in two different times: half 

before the shooting, the other half before post-production. The schedule has been organized 

considering the three key stages of the filmmaking process:  

 

 pre-production scheduled in Summer 2015,  

 production scheduled in Autumn 2015 considering also approximately ten days of shooting, 

 post-production scheduled for Winter 2015. 

 

Issues and difficulties faced by the crew 

During the filming and considering his experience in no-budget productions, the biggest issues he 

has faced are related to time and money. Working on a no-budget or low-budget production 
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requires the ability to find a compromise between the filmmakers’ ideas and the limitations given 

by the lack of time and money. In every decision that involves creative or technical elements, the 

independent filmmaker needs to consider the budget available and the elements developed during 

the writing phase, trying to adapt them to the resources the production team can afford. “Not having 

enough money often means giving up on possibilities which could enrich your project” (L.L.). 

Considering the time issue, being at the same time efficient and consistent with the schedule can 

be very difficult, mostly because only few people cover all the responsibilities. According to Lucio, 

working in a collective can be very useful and productive, making it easier to overcome problems 

independents always face. “The real change happens when the right people get together moved by 

the same passion and motivation and want to use their time and energy in a project, even though it 

might not even have a future” (L.L.).  

 

Financing Strategies 

Lucio’s main financing methods include: 

 

1. Sponsorship and Product placement, offering to a shop or a company the possibility to 

show their products in the movie or to have their logos in the opening and closing titles and 

in press materials, in exchange of a small financing. 

 

2. Public Fundings, the case in which a no-budget production subscribes for public funding 

by participating to some competition announcement. They are more complicated to obtain, 

but can guarantee a proper budget. 

 

3. Crowdfunding, based on asking people to donate money for a project. It is a recent trend, 

which can often be ineffective. Indeed, people are more willing to donate money to 

humanitarian projects rather than to unknown movie productions. “It usually works when 

projects appear particularly innovative or involve and showcase some personalities or 

famous actors” (L.L.). Stanwood Studio used crowdfunding on a short movie, raising 

€2.000 euros but did not rely on this practice for the following productions, because of its 

reduced effectiveness. 
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Business Model 

Stanwood Studio’s crew does not work with a precise business model. They always start following 

a traditional model considering the budget available for the production and asking themselves how 

they want to use that money. The first questions are related to the project itself: what do we want 

to tell, how and where do we want to tell our story? Which creative goals do we have? Then they 

think about where they want to see their project: is it a project for an Independent Festival, 

television or online distribution? Finally, but still in the pre-production phase, they consider the 

target they want to reach and consequently think of how they can promote the project, first of all 

to potential investors, secondly to their audience. They therefore start evaluating if their network 

can support them in some of these phases. When those questions are answered, they decide how to 

invest the money. All the main efforts for planning happen in the pre-production phase when, 

according to Lucio, it is important to have the right network to rely on. 

 

During the first movie making experiences with “Middle Crossing”, the team was always trying to 

improvise on some tasks nobody was really experienced in. Once he started with Stanwood Studio, 

he developed a more solid organisational structure. The production plan, script breakdown, location 

scouting, the castings and all the pre-production activities start becoming more relevant and 

approached in a much more professional way. “We started dividing roles in a more efficient way, 

split into departments and trying to involved professionals” (L.L.).  When allocating resources he 

thinks about the main departments that will be active in that particular production and starts 

investing on their development. He often invests on the main actor, a good director of photography 

and a good phonic technician. 

 

Impact of technological advantages 

According to the interviewee's experience, technology has affected movie production both in 

positive and negative ways. On the positive side, as we have already analysed, technological 

advances have dramatically reduced costs making softwares and hardwares accessible for 

everyone. This is reducing many economical barriers and democratising the field. “Cameras and 

technical equipment are also becoming much more user friendly, easier to carry and to use” (L.L.). 
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Furthermore, Internet has changed the world of distribution, introducing plenty of free distributing 

solution. “Middle Crossing Productions” have strongly benefited from these new possibilities, 

which allowed the young team to produce and distribute through the web their first projects. The 

results can talk: local and national newspapers started writing about their projects, they had around 

thirty-five thousand viewers on one of their most famous short movie and people keep sharing their 

contents online. In this idyllic panorama, everyone can have a small space. However, on the 

negative side of this technological innovation, “it is like playing in a jungle” (L.L.), a place crowded 

by plenty of movies of any kind, genre, quality and level, where being noticed can be really hard. 

“At this point, the only way to emerge is to have a good story to tell, to be honest and put all your 

efforts in making the best out of your work, both artistically and technically” (L.L.).  

 

Being an independent 

“Working as independent means that having something that no one can take away from you: you 

are free” (L.L.). It means having total control on the projects, but also being responsible of all the 

possible mistakes made when no bigger supporter can help. Lucio explained that, in his 

productions, it has always been easy to find experienced people willing to take part in his projects 

even if no salary was granted. The positive and constructive atmosphere is seen as a very powerful 

dimension able to involve people who feel rewarded even only by the enriching experience. 

According to Lucio, the secret is to keep working and try to get better and better: perseverance and 

determination are the crucial factors he considers essential for an independent to develop. “There 

is no best way to follow, you might have guidelines but it is your experience telling you how to 

move” (L.L.). 
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6.4 Rochelle Dancel (R.D.) 

B.J. Fletcher: Private Eye, Producing Juliet 

Interview conducted via Skype on 23nd November, 2015. 

 

  

 

Rochelle Dancel is a producer, user experience designer and marketing strategist based in London. 

Focusing on her experience in audio-visual productions, she is a webseries producer on B.J. 

Fletcher: Private Eye, an award-winning webseries on AfterEllen.com/MTV Networks, and 

Producing Juliet, the critically acclaimed webseries that premiered at the inaugural Raindance 

London WebFest.  

 

The projects 

Rochelle Dancel joined B.J. Fletcher: Private Eye team after the first season ended. B.J. Fletcher 

is an action, comedy show filmed on location in and around Toronto, Canada, which won the 

AfterEllen.com Web Series Contest in 2008 and was shown in weekly episodes on AfterEllen.com. 

The show gained prestige and the team was approached by a Canadian company willing to invest 

on them. The fan base grew as well and the second season was commissioned. Rochelle Dancel re-

designed and re-built the website and worked on press and marketing for the show, including taking 

it to the 2010 Gay Games in Cologne as part of OML’s Theatre Night’s Series. Fletcher gained 

12.5 million views in the process. They ended with Season 3 in 2012. 

 

Made in New York, Producing Juliet is the latest original series from Tina Cesa Ward, based on a 

girl, central character, producing the work of a lovelorn playwright for the first time. The show was 

http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/producing-juliet
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/producing-juliet
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://bjfletcherprivateeye.com/episodes/season-3-episodes
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conceived as a play for theatre with a web series component. The cast features the known actress 

Rachael Hip-Flores, chosen by the fan through an online contest, but mostly involves new young 

actors. Rochelle explained it was quite easy to involve young actors from the Toronto art 

community, willing to invest on a project by working for free, to see it growing and to take part in 

the challenge. The show premiered at the inaugural Raindance London WebFest 2013 and, in the 

space of two months, reached 250,000 views. The particularity about this independent web show 

is that there are three producers involved, which can be considered a luxury in the indie landscape. 

Tina Cesa Ward is the executive producer and the developer of the show. Allison Vanore is the 

second producer, in charge of the day-to-day production tasks like budgets and contracts. Rochelle, 

in addition of being a producer of the show, is also taking care of the brand strategy, marketing and 

PR activities, audience development, social media, and websites.  

 

Issues and difficulties faced by the crew 

When the idea for B.J. Fletcher: Private Eye was developed in 2008, producing a web series was 

a very new practice in an almost unknown field. Investing in a project like B.J. Fletcher meant not 

only knowing the logics of movie production, but also acquiring technical knowledge of how the 

web works. Digital, social and multimedial skills became necessary to develop the project: “you 

have to know the logics and the technical working principles of YouTube, your main channel, and 

you need to develop this knowledge before starting the production since these logics affects the 

product itself” (R.D.). Indeed, a bad or unaware use of this channel negatively affects the product 

and reduces its potential. The team had to consider a social media strategy as well. However, in 

2008, the use of social media was not as common as it is now and it was not very immediate for 

the team to understand how to exploit its potential. Even though not many years have passed, digital 

and web logics have known a real revolution in the past ten years, changing the way people can 

access and deal with contents. Therefore, the team had to understand this new world and adapt their 

product to its logics, taking all the risk that acting in a new field entails.  

 

Financing strategies 

It is interesting and useful to analyse how funding have been raised for the web series B.J. Fletcher. 

The first episode was self funded. Its resources gathering system is very close to the one we used 

http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
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for the project Fabulae. Following exactly the same logics, they relied on family, friends and close 

people willing to support with few economic resources but mostly with physical ones. “People 

close to you are the biggest resource, not only in terms of money they put into your project, but 

mostly for their collaboration and favours such as letting you use their house or store as a set, or 

helping you with practical and logistic problems such as transportation of gears and people of the 

team. In 2008 it was not really common to talk about web series, and investing on such a project 

seemed very risky; this is when friends play their biggest role in helping and supporting you”(R.D.).  

 

After the first season, expectations grew. The production team therefore had to increase the quality 

and value of the product and to add more content according to the audience taste. People got very 

engaged and, being the ability to acquire fans crucial for the product development and distribution, 

it was important not to disappoint the audience expectation. Thus, the second season needed a 

higher production budget. Funding was based on a combination of sources: it was privately 

financed by private investors and at the same time it developed media partnerships.  

 

The third episode season was financed again by media partnerships and through a crowdfunding 

campaign. However, as explained by Rochelle during the interview, running a crowdfunding 

campaign can be really difficult: it requires a lot of work and it often does not reach the amount of 

money needed. Furthermore, it is about asking people to help, which is not always easy. 

 

Business Model 

“When you are a young independent director, producer or filmmaker, you usually don’t know what 

a business model is”(R.D.). Indeed, when first approaching movie production, people involved in 

a production team, unless they have had an education in the field, start building their knowledge 

by themselves. As explained by Rochelle, usually a production team starts from its own resources 

and develops a project according to the available technical, practical and economical resources. 

After receiving feedbacks and reactions to the first product, which could be a pilot, a short or an 

episode, a team understands which future perspective the project might have and starts elaborating 

a more structured and long term business plan. “Planning and resource management needs to be 
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done since the very beginning, but it is after the first reactions from public that you can really 

understand which strategies best suit your project”(R.D.).   

 

For Producing Juliet the positive impact of the first seasons attracted increasing attention: some 

media decide to establish a partnership with the production. Once new elements like this come into 

the system, logics and strategies need to be reshaped. According to Rochelle, the business plan is 

different when someone is commissioning the work: on one hand things are clearer and more 

structured, on the other the investor can have special requests about the project, influencing its 

content and style. 

 

Impact of technological and digital advances 

Web series would have not existed without digitalisation. The proper use of digital supports has 

been the basic elements of these productions’ success. As already explained, producing a webseries 

means knowing how to use the digital supports and platforms and being able to exploit their logics. 

A good knowledge of YouTube and social media and their functioning is essential when 

approaching web-oriented productions. “You need to know how to monetize your content. Social 

media give you immediate feedbacks from your audience and need to be used in order to establish 

relationship with people and understand their feelings about your ideas”(R.D.). The team wisely 

exploited social media potential by generating a continuous interaction with the audience, giving 

them a vision of what happens behind the scene.  

 

At the end of B.J. Fletcher Season 2 they launched a new video series on their blog called Life On 

Fletcher. It proved to be so popular they decided to give it its own home on the new site. For 

Producing Juliet, they launched a Stage Stories campaign and the Cast Conversations series. Stage 

Stories is a collection of stories celebrating love for theatre from fans, onstage and offstage: anyone 

could submit a stage story recounting a special moment at the theatre, whether they worked in the 

business or simply took a trip to the theatre. “After recently hitting a quarter of a million views, we 

sat down to address the challenge of bringing the show to a brand new audience – one that would 

have a natural affinity with the core of our show. As we all had our own stories about the theatre, 

I figured that lots of other people would too” (rochelledancel.com). This audience-involving 

http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/bjfletcher-private-eye
http://www.rochelledancel.com/portfolio/web-series/producing-juliet
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practice has been based on social media: the home of the campaign was designed on Tumblr in 

order to benefit from the community of artists on the platform. This campaign also promoted 

Producing Juliet on Pinterest for the first time, with boards dedicated to theatres and arts venues 

globally. The campaign received submissions from all over the globe including a teacher in Alberta, 

a designer in London and a former housekeeper from the Philippines about shows they have 

attended, as well as production stories from writers, producers and actors in all mediums. By deeply 

analysing the different social media they could use for their campaign, they managed to exploit 

their ability to reach and connect people who share similar interests and passions. For both the 

production, this approach and attention to the audience gained important press interest and drove a 

noticeable amount of traffic on their websites. 

 

Being an independent 

Independent directors and producers need to invent themselves and create their roles and position 

in the business. “This is something you fall into. You become a producer because you have to put 

a label on yourself”(R.D.). As we experienced on the production we participated in, roles are often 

naturally shaped according each person’s talent and experience. The first experience is usually 

what defines each person’s role and tasks inside a team. The following production usually use the 

same division, and people involved improve their skills in the role. As a first experience, Rochelle 

took part in her best friend’s new production. She said she accepted this offer for two main reasons: 

she had been asked help and she was interested in getting experience in order to work in a media 

agency. “It always starts as something you do as a side thing and then it turns into a real job”(R.D.). 

As well as all the other people interviewed, she highlighted how much time and work this kind of 

independent projects require, and the fact that what you do at the beginning is never for money, 

since the few money available are always invested in the production. She also stressed on how 

people accepting to work on low budget independent productions really have to love that kind of 

world and projects, or they would not stay until actual results appear. 
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6.5 Pejman Khorsand-Jamal (P.K.J.)    

Pearl 

Multi-stage interview conducted through emails on 6th December, 2015 and following days  

 

  

 

Pejman Khorsand-Jamal is a young actor, scriptwriter and filmmaker born in Teheran, Iran and 

raised in Copenhagen, Denmark. He has been studying acting, drama and cinema and is active 

both in the theatrical and movie scene. His first movie is the short film Pearl (2014), for which he 

has drawn inspiration from his experiences of being a minority in Denmark. 

 

The project 

Pearl, short movie written and directed by Pejman, where he is also the main actor, has up until 

now been selected by four film festivals, two of them international: SR Socially Relevant Film 

Festival New York (March 2015) and best script at I Filmmaker International Film Festival, 

Malaga Spain (December 2015).  

 

Particularly noticeable is indeed the presentation at SR Socially Relevant Film Festival New York, 

a film festival that focuses on socially relevant film content, dealing with human interest stories 

that raise awareness to social problems. It focuses on films that use art to address controversial 

issues facing society today.  

 

This is a clear case of a person approaching film production for pure personal passion and interest 

in creating something new through his creativity and ideas. Pejman answered in a very direct way 
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to the first question we ask to all our interviewee “how did you start? how did the project start?”: 

“everything comes from my desire to write, make up a world, tell stories that have a 

meaning”(P.K.J.). This strong motivation drives his creativity in projects he follows on every 

aspect and where he coordinates all the creative and managerial inputs. Having acting and drama 

background, through movies he has started expressing creativity on more levels, taking care of 

writing and directing. 

 

Issues and difficulties faced by the crew 

The main issues faced by Pearl production team are related to finances. When all the creative 

efforts are coordinated, not having enough money to proceed with the production is the biggest 

issue a team faces. As the majority of independent movie productions, Pearl production team has 

encountered difficulties in gathering all the resources needed for the movie making process. Pejman 

expressed his initial difficulties given by being by himself, in front of a big project. Mostly in the 

initial phase, but also once the production had started, he had to find ways to overcome the 

insufficiency of economical, technical and human resources. It is important to underline that his 

works are not mere experimentations in the world of filmmaking, but are based on deep creative 

and technical studies aimed at the realisation of a good quality product in terms of content as well 

as aesthetic feature, aspects he was not willing to compromise. According to Pejman, these 

challenges often increase the motivation and push the people involved in putting all the efforts to 

overcome the initial difficulties; “I dealt with lack of resources from all sides, but that’s how it is 

when you get started”(P.K.J.).  

Once again, from this interview we had proof that involving the right people can be really helpful 

for the growth and success of a project. As we faced during the development of the production of 

Fabulae, and as Fabulae director clearly explained during the interview, sharing the same tastes 

and the same goals is the easiest way to involve people and to have some guarantees that their 

participation will be constructive. Here again, finding people is described as a way to move from 

the initial difficulties. “When you start, it is all about just finding the people who want to make a 

movie and are interested in the story, form and genre you want to make” (P.K.J). It is when things 

start being more defined that it becomes necessary to “be more specific as to what you want and 

who could help you make the best product”(P.K.J).  
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Financing strategies 

The financing of Pearl was based on a combination of three main sources: 

 

 private financing: the most tangible incomes of the project came from private financing. 

Private financing for films can be difficult to obtain because frequently investors are 

unprepared to take risks (Jäckel, 2003). In this case, good networking and the ability to 

present the goals and potentialities of the project have been crucial to access this form of 

financing. It can also be said that the nature and content of the movie, which aspires to 

touch, help and entertain through socially relevant topics, makes this project worth 

investing, for its potentiality to present important topics to people and to increase the 

cultural richness of the national film industry; 

 

 friends, family and people around: again, people close to the core team members are a very 

precious source of both psychological and financial support. Once again, their contribution 

is a key factor for the beginning of the project, also because these people usually do not 

expect any return on their investment. 

 

 volunteers: involving volunteers is a self-financing way based on not spending money on 

some departments. Volunteers usually do not cover essential roles but collaborate and help 

with their own resources, knowledge and capabilities. They are usually rewarded with 

possibilities to access some benefits related to the production. However, their main reward 

is related to the experience they get when collaborating and sharing key stages of the 

production process.  

 

Business model 

“It’s all about networking, there is no real process that fits, just asking around, finding someone 

who knows someone” (). According to Pejman, an independent who is moving his first steps with 

his own productions, does not have a real business model to rely on, but simply bases his work on 

main guidelines. Finding good contact and meeting the right people who can give suggestion and 
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help throughout the process is seen as crucial for the future of the production. In a situation of 

financial restriction, typical of the cases we are analysing, a structured business model might not 

fit since the production does not have a structure solid enough to simply base its work on a model. 

Things might suddenly change only by casually meeting someone who opens a new possibility for 

the project; this is when the independent and his small team need to be ready to promptly react to 

the change, if this gives the project a new potential.  

 

Pearl has been selected in important festivals, which are a good first destination for independent 

movies, particularly when the aim is not to only distribute them online for free. Taking part in 

festivals is indeed the main strategy followed by Pejman to move toward the distribution and to 

get contacts with producers who could guarantee financial security and visibility to his works, 

giving opportunities for continuity. Festivals are “the best form of exposure” for a movie since, if 

your work is selected, “it shows that your movie has appealed to people, whether local or 

international” (P.K.J). This gives value to an independent and his project, helping in the possibility 

of getting good contacts and applying for help and funding for following projects. 

 

Impact of technological and digital advances 

According to Pejman, technological advances positively affect especially pre and post-production, 

for all the reasons analysed in the previous chapters. In particular, he stressed on how social media 

simplify the communication aimed at creating awareness about the project. These powerful 

networks make it possible to start promoting a movie from its earlier stages, without being limited 

by agencies schedules and high costs. Not only once the film is finalised and ready to be distributed, 

but also during filming “it is very helpful to be able to use social media as a way of sharing files, 

ideas and information”(P.K.J). Social media and digital ways of communication also make 

communications inside the team easier and quicker. Pejman used his own social media personal 

profile on Facebook and Twitter not only to talk about his works and the results he was achieving, 

but also to ask for help and collaboration during production. He used this system to ask about 

equipment he needed to rent for filming and to find actors and background actors for a production. 

Pejman, strong of his positive impact at international festivals, used his social profile to look for 

possible investors or producers to make his new products come to life. This is, as an example, a 
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post he published in May 2015: “My first movie "Pearl" has up until now, been accepted by 4 

international film festivals, and I am currently looking for a production company to help me shoot 

my next 2 short films "Fair Game" (Silent slapstick Comedy) and "Checkpoint Charlie" (Drama). 

Please share this message if you have any production companies or producers in your 

network”(facebook). Even though this system might not give results at the very first try, it increases 

awareness and generates word of mouth.  

 

Being an independent 

“Being an independent is all about passion, hard work, making sure that you don’t make any 

excuses and work harder than anyone else” (P.K.J.). The risk management is in the hands of few 

people who rarely have resources to face setbacks and unexpected problems. Hard work is about 

being totally involved in the project and responsible of the development and completion of every 

aspect. Results, if there is any, are usually seen after months. However, it is necessary that the 

whole team share this same passion and that role division clearly distinguish each member’s 

responsibilities and tasks throughout the production process. Indeed, a strong role division is 

necessary “to make sure that the production side of the movie can function” (P.K.J.). As in every 

independent and low budget production, flexibility needs to be a basic skill of every person 

involved: in case of need, everyone has to be able to help even on activities that differ from their 

specific task. Furthermore, an independent at his first production cannot afford paying a full staff 

and usually at the beginning, due to financial restrictions, “one will have to put on more than one 

hat” (P.K.J.). For all the above reasons, according to Pejman, being an independent also means 

having leadership capabilities. An independent has to guide and motivate a team throughout all 

the stages and the challenges a production team faces in finding the resources, generating good 

creative and strategic ideas, networking and finding the right path for the project. The independent 

is in fact a leader who works and plays together with his team toward their final common goal. 

“Motivation, I believe, is a by-product of passion” (P.K.J.). As Pajman told us, being passionate 

about something means being willing to accept the challenges involved, and not being worried 

about failing. This will automatically motivate a person or a group to “push themselves to new 

heights” (P.K.J.).  
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Chapter 7 - Findings and Discussion 
 

In this chapter we are presenting the key findings of our analysis. Through a set of observations, 

experiences, data collection and data coding techniques related to our case studies, we have been 

able to extract and elaborate important findings related to the initial research question. The analysis 

and comparison of different experiences and points of view led us to the development of some 

important considerations about the feasibility of producing a good quality audiovisual product, 

lacking the proper resources needed. We are now able to list and explain them in the light of what 

discovered through this research. 

 

 

7.1 The importance of planning 

A common feature emerged from the interviews we conducted, concerns the importance of a clear 

and forward-looking plan as a basic step of the production process. Indeed, decisions made during 

the development phase influence every other stage and are crucial in the management of the scarce 

resources available. Giacomo Abbruzzese, during the interview, particularly stressed on the fact 

that strategies need to be implemented in the earliest stages, supported by proper plans and 

previsions. Even in a nobody knows market as movie industry is, a well-structured plan can 

positively affect all the following stages, until the distribution. All the interviewee from both the 

primary and the secondary cases studies mentioned the planning as an essential process, underlying 

that wrong judgements made in this phase affect the following ones.  

 

A proper planning helps estimating how many days of work are required, the technical and human 

resources to be involved and the amount of money needed to produce the movie. The plan has to 

be a cost-effective document that also takes into consideration the budget. Especially for 

independents, it helps keeping track of all the expenses, predicting possible situations while 

preparing a team to face unexpected problems. Independents working on their first movies, due to 

the fact that they are not familiar with movie production, often tend to underestimate the planning 

process. It is a common problem for European movies to be produced with a less strategic approach 

than American ones, which is one of the reasons, together with the lower availability of financial 
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supports, that prevents them from reaching a wider audience. Furthermore, European directors tend 

to produce artistic rather than mass products (Jackel, 2003), often focusing on local or traditional 

uses and languages hard to be understood and appreciated by other cultures. 

 

According to Jackel (2003), who conducted a deep analysis into European films industry, movies 

are considered "far too socially important to be left to market forces and any economic approach 

to the film business in Europe must therefore necessarily take account of the cultural priorities that 

are also at work in the industry" (p.1). This vision encourages a protection of cultural products but 

also generates a reflection on the fact that some of the unsuccessful but valuable movies European 

country produced, could have reached a wider audience if they had been properly structured, 

planned and communicated to moviegoers. After these reflections we feel confident in saying that 

the elaboration of a predictive plan is not to be considered in conflict with the creative features of 

an audiovisual product. It is instead a very powerful instrument able to enhance both the creative 

and managerial dimensions involved, giving a more solid structure to the movie project. 

 

 

7.2 The approach to a Business Plan 

Even though working as an independent means having control over all the stages and developing 

a clear plan since the very beginning, many independents are not able to build a fixed and structured 

business model. Indeed, the strong unpredictability of the industry makes it difficult to develop 

long-term strategies. As explained by Rochelle Dancel, an independent usually starts with his own 

small resources and, according to the first feedbacks he receives from professionals and non-

professionals, he defines a strategy and a more structured way to manage the production and its 

destination on the market. Even though they are strictly connected, developing a business plan 

requires an additional effort compared to the planning explained in the previous paragraph. Indeed, 

the planning is more practical and oriented to the definition of a proper use of the resources 

available, according to the objectives and the expected results. A business plan, instead, requires a 

wider vision of the product and its potentiality on the market, and is based on a managerial and 

strategic vision. Generally, developing a business plan is easier when a basic business model 

already exists. The business model explains general activities, goals and ways the company has to 
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generate value, giving a main structure to be followed when developing business plans for each 

single project. We came to the understanding that independents usually lack a model guiding their 

creative actions from a business and managerial point of view. As our case studies show, this is 

related to the fact that independents often come up with ideas and try to bring them to life even if 

they do not have a structured team or company to support them. As a consequence, there is no 

business model giving directions to their production process and providing guidelines for the 

development of a business plan. If the practical plan is something based on tangible elements and 

can be developed with no real awareness of the market situation, the business plan requires a 

strategic approach and a study of the market’s actual situation. These differences make the two 

planning processes different, even if strongly connected, and give reasons why the planning is often 

incomplete. They should in fact compose a unique comprehensive document covering all the 

pertinent areas. We also noticed that independents often consider the artistic dimension far more 

relevant than the marketable one and are not willing to reshape their work according to what the 

market wants. There are plenty of independent movies that, for a combination of fortunate events, 

found success without a business plan; however, many more movies without one have never even 

been completed (Levison, 2004). According to Levison (2004), “no plan can guarantee the thrill of 

victory, but not having one can bring you closer to the agony of defeat” (p.3).   

 

The production manager and the director of the project Fabulae explained that their mistake was 

not focusing enough on the development of a good planning, which would have reduced 

problematic situation as well as strategic and creative hurdles. However, they did not have enough 

resources and awareness of the product’s potentiality to build a real plan, and the integration of 

creative and marketable aspects only happened after several discussions and modifications which 

took place throughout the production process instead of at the beginning. 

 

 

7. 3 The presence of supporters in the initial phase 

All the cases presented in our research show how, when first engaging in such a challenging and 

uncertain project, the contribution of friends, family and other close people willing to support, is 

fundamental for the completion of the project. Being a supporter means actively participating in a 
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project helping the people directly involved with the implementation of strategies and, mostly, 

offering practical and emotional support. In fact, an independent who decides to start such a 

challenging and uncertain project, needs all the support from close people who are willing to help, 

with no expectations to receive something back. They are usually relatives and close friends. The 

presence of these people keen to help with the project is, according to our interviewees, a 

fundamental element that helps proceeding with the work even when the condition are not 

favourable. In particular, young filmmakers need support when first exercising their talents and 

ideas in real projects. As our on experience in the production of Fabulae showed us, people 

believing in an independent project usually help in two main ways: funding the production with 

small budgets or, more often, giving access to a set of resources useful to the production. These 

resources mostly include props, spaces, locations and practical help such as transportation of people 

and equipment. As an example, Rochelle Dancel, told us that when she started working in his first 

web series B.J. Fletcher: Private Eye, they filmed most of the scenes in places they borrowed from 

friends. The same happened to our production Fabulae, fimed in private locations belonging to 

crew members and relatives. No rent was asked, since people offering the location strongly 

believed in the project.  

 

 

7.4 Team composition and synergies - a sense of belonging 

According to social capital theories, better connected individuals or groups can perform at higher 

levels (Delmestri, 2005). Our research gives evidence of how the constructive collaboration of 

people and the involvement of the right human resources from the initial phases can positively 

affect the whole production. Our case studies prove that this is particularly evident in independent 

productions, where the resources restriction makes it necessary to use creativity and flexibility to 

overcome the different problems always faced throughout production. We directly observed and 

experienced the importance of the team while working on the production of Fabulae , where the 

human resources involved are to be considered one of the principal values driving the whole 

process to an actual result. As previously explained, the team was composed by people who had 

already worked together on these kind of projects, while also including new members. Since the 

beginning, the production manager and the crew have put efforts in creating the right situations and 
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atmosphere to involve the new members and make them feel part of the same group; attention has 

been put on communicating a sense of belonging, in order to create a team driven by a unique and 

motivating objective. Our primary case study gives evidence of what hypothesized by Ancona & 

Caldwell (1998) about the fact that team heterogeneity provides cognitive resources and social 

capital that can enhance team effectiveness. The presence of newcomers, even if on one hand 

generated some misunderstanding due to different approaches, on the other hand brought new 

perspectives to the main vision, increasing the information available for problem solving, 

alternative interpretations and creative solutions. At the same time, the shared interest in movies 

and creative productions has been a very strong common element of our team, which reinforced 

identification as group members. As the director explained, the empathy of people in the team 

helped creating the perfect atmosphere to face problems and to use efforts and creativity towards 

the final goal. We feel indeed confident in stating that a good team composition combined to shared 

objectives and values is a key ingredient of an independent production. Synergies between 

members increase motivation and create a positive working environment where problems and 

unexpected situation can be positively and successfully managed. 

 

 

7.5 Motivation as a driving force 

Evidences in our cases show how people involved in creative activities care about the traits and the 

features of the project they want to generate and display. This behaviour is particularly evident in 

situation where the lack of money makes it impossible for people to be economically repaid and 

rewarded for what they do. Motivation and passion become therefore essential drivers of the 

creative process. Our direct experience proves what stated by Caves (2000), that “when the worker 

cares deeply about the traits of the product, the problem of organizing its production is 

fundamentally changed”(p.4). Passion and motivation optimize the productivity and performances 

of the people involved in a project, and are particularly relevant in cases, such as the ones we are 

studying, where the activities generate interest and have a specific not economical meaning. 

According to Vallerand (2003) passion is a strong inclination toward an activity that people like, 

find important and in which they invest time and energy. This is an extremely important attitude in 

relation to a creative product. It uncovers what is really important to the people involved in a project 
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and helps them making a commitment and respecting it until the completion. We directly 

experienced how the shared strong passion in these projects drove our efforts throughout the whole 

production process of Fabulae. We observed the same passionate approach in the whole team, 

willing to work day and night with no immediate tangible reward, but for the deep interest and 

involvement in the creative project we were developing. These genuine feeling was the main 

motivation leverage of all the people involved. It has been surprising and at the same time 

extremely rewarding hearing from all our interviewees that the real reason why they started was 

their passion in conceiving that sort of project. For Giovanni Esposito was passion for the whole 

process, for Pejman Khorsand was passion in creating and telling a story, for the director of our 

short movie was passion in the creative process of the storytelling connected to the moviemaking 

experience, which as he said, becomes a sort of necessity. These answers enhanced our interest in 

this dimension which, according to what discovered, seems to be more powerful and effective in 

terms of completion than any business and managerial structure. We therefore slightly enlarged 

our research to the field of motivational theories to understand which connection have already been 

found between motivation and passion. Theories widely support our finding, proving the idea 

Pejman shared with us that motivation is a by-product of passion. In fact, in the social theories 

developed by Vallerand and his colleagues (2003) motivation and passion are said to have a strong 

relationship with the positive and negative outcomes towards certain activities. According to 

Svejenova and Pedersen (2011), whether a drive, attachment or feeling, passion “has a regulative 

influence, shaping cognitions and behaviours; it is seen also as a source of motivational energy and 

tenacity, allowing for persistence in the course of action” (p. 504). Furthermore, as we have 

experienced, relationship exists between difficult goals and performances. According to the goal 

setting theory, people usually see difficulties as a way of reaching better results and working hard 

on achieving their goals. Motivation, furthermore, deals with behaviour performed in order to 

experience pleasure and satisfaction in the activity (Vallerand, 2012): applied to our cases, this 

means that independents want to make movies also to fulfil a need to tell a story, need that started 

from a calling, an obsession. We can state that for independent filmmakers, who decide to make a 

movie in condition of scarcity of resources, the willingness to keep working on their project 

depends, above all, on passion and, as a consequence, motivation.  
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7.6 Flexibility and implementation of prompt reactions 

Independent productions often start as a group of friends working together on a new project. 

Usually, the team is not composed by enough people to cover all the roles involved in a movie 

production. Furthermore, independents often cannot afford paying a full professional crew and 

need to find solutions to cover the missing roles. As our research show, it is very common for small 

independent teams to reshape their role division in order to meet all the tasks required. Even though 

the main tasks need to be covered by people who have specific skills for the role, such as the 

director, the actors, the camera operator and other technicians, all the team members tend to 

develop new skills in order to be self-sufficient on the set. Everyone has to be ready to move from 

a task to another one, or to cover more than one role according to the necessities. Flexibility in the 

attitude of the team members toward the production process is therefore a crucial element for the 

completion of a movie. Most of our interviewee from both primary and secondary case studies 

have experienced multiple roles on the set, sometimes even when not agreed from the beginning: 

mostly during the shooting phase, many tasks need to be completed at the same time and each 

member needs to be ready to do things even if not strictly related to their main role. Particularly 

effective is the image given by the actor and director Pejman during the interview, who said it is 

common and necessary to “put on more than one hat” when working on an independent production. 

Flexibility is also needed when unexpected problems arise. Our primary case study offers clear 

examples of how a team constantly has to deal with new situations due to not enough performing 

gears, lack of money, weather conditions, set construction and many others. As Giovanni Esposito 

explained when describing the difficulties faced during the development of Milano Underground, 

problems can turn into new creative solutions when people positively and constructively react to 

them. As we have directly experienced on the set, the ability to rapidly implement prompt reaction 

to unexpected issues is essential when working in resource restriction, since there is no external 

company or supporter able to assist and bring solutions. Creative solutions have been implemented 

since the beginning, when the Fabulae creative team had to reshape the idea to avoid copyright 

issues: the desire to maintain the atmosphere suggested by the first source selected, generated a 

wider idea able to include elements from different influences in order to create a completely new 
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product. We have now clear evidence that having limited resources helps enhancing creativity and 

developing problem-solving abilities, when flexibility is a common attitude. 

 

 

7.7 Ability to bring innovation 

Being films subjected to short life cycles, non-repeated consumption patterns and high product 

turnover (Perretti, Negro, 2007,), innovation is crucial for a product to succeed, even if only for a 

niche. This aspect needs to be taken into account in particular when a movie cannot leverage on 

stars or special effects to please the public and receive a positive feedback, which translates in 

positive word of mouth. Independent filmmakers therefore need to find new innovative methods 

to engage the audience. To innovate means to develop. A new product from an unknown producer 

or director, with no recognizable actor or production company behind, needs to be able to bring a 

high degree of innovation to its audience. Innovation does not necessarily have to do with special 

effects or highly technological features. Innovation is the successful implementation of creative 

ideas  (Woodman, et al., 1993) and it is represented by the skill of the filmmaker to choose an 

effective way to convey a narrative, evoke an emotion or make an impression (Piccirillo, 2011). 

Trying to identify innovative features in our case studies, we can start mentioning the new vision 

the project Fabulae offers to the audience, by reshaping widely known popular stories: new 

storylines generate from the initial plot and the traditional stories are enriched by new details. The 

new stories, even though loosely based on the traditional ones, are proposed with a completely 

different atmosphere much closer to thriller plots that to popular ones. Another innovative feature, 

even though not confirmed by an approved structure, is the development of a new possible format 

for the web, where continuity between the different episodes is given by using creative contents, 

such as the mysterious monologues previously described. Considering Giacomo Abbruzzese’s 

works, we would define innovative his directing style which always seeks for experimentation of 

new possibilities. Novelty can also be found in his always different ways of producing movies, as 

he did with This is the way, shot with an iPhone 5. He also faces current situations and real stories, 

telling them with his innovative filmic and editing  language. We also find innovative the way 

Esposito tells everyday life stories using points of view of different directors and setting them in a 
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place like the metro station, which turns from being an utilitarian and non attractive place to an 

inspiring one. 

 

According to Delmestri (2005), Italian movies have always had to differentiate themselves in some 

creative ways from Hollywood films being based on much lower production budgets. The 

innovation indeed has been brought by the introduction of new formulas, the enhancement of the 

Italian genres and focusing on creativity and authenticity. The innovative use of the cinematic tools 

is enabling greater narrative clarity and character reliability giving to the camera the ability to tell 

a story. These approach should now be used by independents to implement innovation and offer 

the audience new visions even without the benefits and special content a big budget would permit.  

 

7.8 Different types of Financing 

Financing is an important aspect of the making of any movie and becomes a real obstacle for those 

independents who do not have enough awareness and reputation on the market yet. The difficulty 

in raising capital is strictly connected to the nature of film projects where the return is never 

guaranteed and the timeline is unknown. In addition, the market can offer to investors better 

opportunities to invest their money than the independents can do. In the absence of a studio 

financing a production, a filmmaker needs to find the money by himself. Our research shows that 

independents try to raise money by any means possible, leveraging on their network and 

implementing creative strategies to access new findings. As an example, one of the fundraising 

system proposed by Fabulae’s director would be a showing of the pilot in a public place such as a 

venue or a wide bar. Being the actors experiences in theatrical representation, his idea would 

suggest showing the audience the progression of the story, acted live by the actors on the stage. 

People would pay a small entrance fee to support the project, which would also increase its 

visibility and receive feedbacks from a young audience. Strategies are indeed necessary when no 

one is willing to take the risk to finance an entire independent production. Our research show that 

independent’s funds usually came from a combination of private and public sources. One of the 

most common methods used is through personal savings and small economical supports by close 

friends and family that believe in the project and want to support it. Their help in creating an initial 
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budget gives the possibility to independents to shoot a pilot of the movie to be presented to private 

or public investors. There is high competition in reaching both public and private findings. 

However, the possibilities to receive private findings are often more appealing to independents, 

since they can be accessed in many different ways including festivals, social media connections or 

world of mouth. Private investors often look for productions with high potentialities on the market, 

with no real interest in the creative content. On the other hand, as our cases show, private investors 

sometimes look for good and unique ideas. Private investors, in fact, often use their money to 

finance independent movies that explore some “socially relevant topics or that can increase the 

cultural richness of the national film industry” (Pejman, 2015). Another option suggested by our 

study, consists in using some filmmaking grants or partnerships reserved for good proposal. 

Giacomo Abbruzzese’s experience is a clear example, since he managed to receive some funds 

from the French consulate in Palestinian by establishing partnerships and offering his experience 

as a filmmaker for educational purposes. We also had the chance to explore the phenomenon of 

crowdfunding that is becoming more and more common in these days. Crowdfunding pulls together 

a crowd to fund a project; even though it is a simple tool to use, it might not offer the expected 

results. Lucio Laugelli from Stanwood Studio used the crowdfunding method to raise money for 

one of his movies, and explained it was a complex process for an unknown filmmaker who requires 

more publicity than other projects with particularly relevant contents or showcasing famous actors. 

The result of his crowdfunding campaign was not really satisfying. Stanwood Studio also used 

business sponsorships, receiving funding in exchange of product placement in his movies. As our 

study cases show, implementing money-saving strategies is again a way to finance a production by 

allocating money on essential dimensions. We have clear evidences that there is no fixed practice, 

but financings for independent movies always come from a combination of different sources. 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusions 
 

Movie making is a complex process involving creative, financial and managerial aspects that need 

to be developed throughout the three main stages of pre-production, production and post-

production. It is indeed a very interesting field to be analysed since artistic and managerial aspects 

need to proceed in tandem and be coordinated and balanced: one would not exist without the others. 

The human, financial and technical resources are complex and demand such a high level of artistic 

and technical skills that every filmwork is the end result of a collaborative effort (Pardo, 2010). 

However, finding the right combination of these resources and accessing all the essential 

production elements is always challenging, especially for young independent producers usually not 

supported by production companies. Nowadays, an important role in this field is also played by 

digitalisation, a process based on the innovation and introduction of new digital technologies, 

which have extended in an unsuspected way the limits of creativity (Pardo, 2010), and offered new 

and more accessible opportunities to independent producers. Starting from a practical case directly 

experienced by the researchers, this thesis has observed and analyzed the ways film production is 

approached by independent teams. This research gives empirical evidence of some common 

practices and behaviour in the independent film production and gives a picture of the main 

strategies used by producers and filmmakers dealing with resources restriction. 

 

As a result of this path and after researching, collecting and processing data, we defined three main 

conclusions: 

 

1. Our research clearly demonstrate that the movie-making process, even though based on a 

creative content, cannot proceed without a managerial structure. However, no relevant data 

gave us information of a standardized managerial, strategic and business approach to be 

universally applied. The artistic dimension cannot be generally adapted to a fixed set of 

procedures, which need to be elaborated according to the singular product. Indeed, even 

though clear and shared guidelines drive the managerial and creative process behind a 

movie, the creation of routines may be detrimental when the product carries innovation and 

creativity (Delmestri, 2005). After having explored this field, we agree with Vogel’s idea 
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that moviemaking procedures, although on many extents standardized, must be uniquely 

applied to each project, also because efficiencies of scale are not easily attained (2010). 

Moreover, the uncertainty of the market is a problem no structure can successfully face, 

and predicting the product’s success seems to be almost impossible, particularly for 

independents who are often weak in the promotion and distribution side. There is no best 

practice that universally guarantees the completion and success: every process added to the 

standardized main stages and tasks of the movie-making process, is project specific. At the 

beginning we raised the doubt whether the digitalisation, and the consequent 

democratisation of the field due to easier accessibility, can turn the film business into a 

democratized field of activity. We believe this question is too big for us to answer in a 

comprehensive way, but our understanding of the changes taking place in the field suggests 

that digitalisation makes everything more accessible but new opportunities need to be 

supported by the right actions. Innovation, creativity and good strategy are basic elements 

to generate a valuable product. We would also mention the fact that the power of the Majors 

is still very noticeable. Evidences show that their monopolistic control are slightly 

loosening in front of the several new possibilities of making movies. Nevertheless, we 

would not consider these innovations an extremely risky threat for the Majors, since 

products emerging through the new digital systems are still oriented to a different market. 

A lot will be said by the new frontiers digitalisation will reach in the next decade, but, as 

long as we have discovered, independents will always be dealing with resource restriction 

and therefore aim to different markets, avoiding direct competition with Majors.  

 

2. A proper management of the resources available, together with a wide vision on the value 

the movie project can generate for its audience, are necessary in order to prevent failures 

throughout the process.  For a project to run successfully, everyone must agree on its 

purpose, direction and method of operation, which requires a lot of planning and 

communication (Levison, 2003). However, our research shows that very often independents 

lack a strategic and managerial perspective, which would give continuity to their project. 

As our experience on the project Fabulae show, implementing a business structure on a 

project started with a non-commercial objective means being able to bring and 
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communicate an important change and can generate confusion and compromises the team’s 

balance. If an external investor shows interest in a project but finds a team unprepared under 

marketable dimensions, might distort the initial idea with his requirement. On the other 

hand, if he finds a more solid structure he might be more willing to invest on something 

which has been developed with a clear logic and an eye on future prospects. Independents 

always struggle in developing a proper business model to follow. All our cases showed 

inconsistent behaviours toward business models and plans due to reduced knowledge, 

underestimation of its importance, art for art’s sake approaches and lack of experience. We 

can also state, after our study, that developing a business model in this uncertain market 

can be extremely complex, mostly for independent who, at the beginning, do not have a 

clear idea of the resources they will be able to access. However, business models and plans 

allow for creation of value through the exploitation of business opportunities (Amit & Zott 

cited in Svejenova et al., 2010), an need to be seen as “sets of activities and strategic 

resources that individuals employ to pursue their interests and motivations, and to create 

and capture value in the process” (Svejenova et al., 2010, p. 408). We came to the 

understanding that basic business models need to be shaped trying to adapt their structure 

to the artistic nature of the projects and to the fact that crucial in these non-standardized 

processes is the role of the individuals. A study made by Svejenova et al. (2010) proves this 

vision we elaborated through our research; they indeed came to the conclusion that the 

business model has a meaning and usefulness that goes beyond its application to 

organizational units, and that can also help driving the business trajectory of individuals 

whose actions are driven more by passion than by profit.  

 

3. The lack of resources, typical of independent teams, often generates problems that may lead 

to interruptions in the production process. It has been interesting and stimulating to observe 

a common positive attitude independents have towards difficulties. This research shows 

how issues encourage the implementation of new solutions, which often enrich the work, 

enhancing its innovative features. Problems appear to be able to trigger creativity and 

improve problem-solving abilities. This behaviour confirms the fact that creative products 
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follow different logics than traditional ones. A project, if structured according to the limited 

resources available, can be brought to life even with almost no money, in particular with 

no investor. The creative product entails a very high level of involvement and personal 

engagement, driven by the desire to transform an idea into a real product. Our own 

experience proves this passion-driven approach: the main reasons why we committed to the 

project working on it until the end is because we are curious and passionate about this 

creative process. Passion has been defined long ago by Weber as a “devotion to an object 

of activity for its own sake” (cited in Landri, 2007).  We can state that passion has been the 

driving force beside most of the creative and strategic approaches adopted by our 

interviewees. Passion is an individual force leading to motivation for something interesting, 

involving, personally challenging and potentially rewarding, such as a creative production 

process. We would for these reasons describe independent filmmaking as a “project of 

passion”, applying the definition elaborated by Svejenova and Pedersen (2011) for those 

project where dynamics are driven by passion and personal involvement. 

Combining these conclusive evaluations, we would provide our personal final vision elaborated 

throughout our research path in this complex field. As we noticed through this study, independents 

often consider the artistic and creative aspects as the core elements of a movie project and are rarely 

influenced by market logics and possibilities to be successful, making money out of their works. 

From our point of view, we think this prevalent creative approach is what often keeps the artistic 

content of a movie project at its higher levels and can bring innovation in contents and languages. 

Indeed, just giving the audience what they want can be a key to be successful but does not bring 

real novelty and does not surprise people with new visions. However, even while defending the 

creative and artistic aspects of movie products, we think a balance should be found between artistic 

and strategic dimensions: even keeping the content and the artistic language unaffected, 

independent producers should always know how the market is shaped in order to meet the segment 

interest in that particular, not market-driven kind of product. Working with no eye on the actual 

situation also prevents people, who would appreciate an auteur product, from finding and enjoying 

it. An independent could for instance reshape the format or the distribution channel without 
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changing the creative content, but slightly adapting it to the best way to deliver the movie it to its 

potential audience.  

 

Our elaboration and discussion give now a clearer idea of the problems presented through our 

research question. 

 

How and how successfully does an independent low or zero budget productions overcome the lack 

of economical, technical and human resources needed to succeed in the movie-making process?   

 

We feel confident in saying that, always considering the conclusion we drew, the strongest answer 

to our thesis question is passion. Passion is what drives people ambitions and efforts in this very 

complex and uncertain world. Independents always work with no guarantees and deal with 

continuous difficulties and problems related to something which might not even became concrete. 

Why would anyone take this risk if not for passion?  A very inspiring video made by the filmmaker 

Darious Britt says independents do this because they have to. Because through making films they 

know who they are, telling stories and living for the magical moment in which their project finally 

becomes real. But even more because they love it (see Appendix 5). Passion is what gives reasons 

to go on and helps transforming problems into opportunities. Passion is about all the resources we 

mentioned: it is human, technical, financial and creative. 

 

 

8.1 Limitations and Further Researches 

Through a deep analysis of the rich literature available on the subject and the use of our primary 

and secondary cases, we carefully built our final answer which, unavoidably, presents some 

limitations. From the methodological point of view, we decided to conduct one to one interviews 

with the respondents obtaining a wide set of data. However, due to distance or lack of availability 

we needed to conduct some interviews through emails and Skype calls, methods which affected 

the openness of the respondent (Yow, 2005). The results have indeed been affected by the context 

in which the interviewees have been conducted. Some of the filmmakers interviewed were open to 

discuss about their experiences, while others gave us short but direct answers. We indeed tried to 
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find a balance between short and overly wordy answers, but some differences are still evident and 

could be filled by an additional stage of interviews. Furthermore, these in-depth interviews required 

a large amount of time spent researching the most appropriate respondents and scheduling 

interviews times and locations (Stacks, 2002). The coding strategy required a lot of time as well, 

because of the high amount of qualitative data to be processed.  

 

We also want to point out that this analysis is not comprehensive of all the dimensions and issues 

of the film industry, since we decided to focus on a practical case and examine in-depth the stages 

we had experienced. Indeed, we centred our study on the production process, only giving a quick 

overview on the distribution and promotion phases, due to limitations of time and space. 

 

Even though already explained, it is important to underline that our involvement in the primary 

case study as well as our personal passion and interest in the field might influence our vision. 

Attempts were made to exploit our dual point of view in order to reach objectivity. Nevertheless, 

our bias vision might on some extent have affected decisions in few steps of the research process. 

 

This study gave us some insights about how filmmakers keep working on their projects even in 

conditions of scarcity of resources. If we have to suggest someone to approach a similar research 

in this field, we would recommend starting by analysing again contemporary conditions of 

independent filmmakers in order to see if they have changed according to the fastly developing 

technologies. We would also suggest exploring the distribution and production phases from the 

theoretical and practical point of view. Going deeper in the analysis of the new distribution 

channels could give a wider picture of the topic and could explain the stages that follow the 

development of the movie. The rise of online user-generated content and the possibility to distribute 

movies online is a topic that has not been largely explored by this research. Furthermore, this study 

highlights the necessity of a further research and a practical development of business plans related 

to “projects of passions”, where motivation drives most of the actions. Suggestions for further 

conclusions can include the conception of a structure able to analyse and theorise typical practices 

of passion-driven projects, which could be use by independents to develop their guidance and 

business plans.  
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Appendix 1: Three Little Pigs - Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf  

Synopsis 

 

The story of the "Three Little Pigs" is a tale about three pigs that upon setting out from their 

mother's home each build a home, one made of hay, another made of twigs and the third one made 

of bricks. A wolf that wants to eat them decides to attack them while they were in their houses.  

The wolf tries to gain entry to the house by asking to come in, but the first pig, which lives in a 

house made of hay, refuses. The wolf responds by blowing the house down and then eating the first 

pig. The wolf then goes to the next pig's house, which is made of twigs. The second pig believes 

he is safe from the wolf because he made his house from twigs instead of hay. However, the wolf 

is also able to blow down the house made of twigs and the second pig is eaten up. 

When the wolf comes to the third pig's house, which is made of brick, he fails to blow the house 

down. The wolf becomes infuriated by this and instead decides to climb into the pig's chimney to 

get inside. As the wolf jumps into the chimney, the last surviving pig opens up the lid of his cooking 

cauldron. The wolf falls into the cauldron and dies, concluding the story. 

 

Retreived from: http://www.ask.com/art-literature/summary-three-little-pigs-d7eb4254c2198002 
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Appendix 2: Script Breakdown 

 

Scene Location I/E Roles Time Actors Recitato 

Scena 1 b I 
Paravicini, 3 comparse uomini, 
1 comparsa donna 1 ora 

Lorenzo, 3 comparse uomini e 1 
comparsa donna  In scena 

Scena 2 c E Voce femminile, Gils 15 min Comparsa femminile, Daniele Voce fuori campo 

Scena 3 a- Biblioteca I Molly, Gils 20 min Sylvia, Daniele In scena 

Scena 4 a-Cucina I Molly, Gils 20 min Sylvia, Daniele 
In scena + fuori 
campo 

Scena 5 a-Biblioteca I Molly, Gils 25 min Sylvia, Daniele In scena 

Scena 6 a-Cucina I Molly, Gils 20 min Sylvia, Daniele In scena 

Scena 7 
a-Corridoio 
Ingresso I Molly, Gils 35 min Sylvia, Daniele In scena 

Scena 8 a-Cucina I Molly 15 min Syliva In scena 

Scena 9A c E Gils 25 min Daniele In scena 

Scena 9B a I Molly 20 min Syliva In scena 

Scena 10 c E Tassista comparsa, Wren 20 min Gilberto, comparsa In scena 

Scena 11 a-Sala da pranzo I Molly, Gils 40 min Sylvia, Daniele In scena 

Scena 12 b I Signora  30 min Comparsa  In scena 

Scena 13 
a-Corridoio 
Ingresso I Molly, Wren 25 min Sylvia, Gilberto In scena 

Scena 14 a-Corridoio I Molly, Wren, Gils 50 min Sylvia, Gilberto, Daniele In scena 

Scena 15 b I Signora 20 min   In scena 

Scena 16 a-Cucina I Molly, Gils 25 min Sylvia, Daniele In scena 

Scena 17 a-Biblioteca I Wren, Gils 35 min Gilberto, Daniele In scena 

Scena 18 b I Signora 25 min   In scena 

Scena 19 
a-Corridoio 
Ingresso I Molly, Boyle, Ragazzo Boyle 30 min Sylvia, Francesca, All In scena 

Scena 20 b I Signora, Trotter 35 min David,  In scena 

Scena 21 a-Biblioteca I 
Gils, Molly, Boyle, Ragazzo 
Boyle, Metcalf 1 ora 

Daniele, Sylvia, Francesca, All, 
Nicolò In scena 

Scena 22 b I Trotter 20 min David In scena 

Scena 23 a-Cucina I Gils, Molly 30 min Daniele, Sylvia In scena 

Scena 24 a-Biblioteca I Wren, Gils, Metcalf 45 min Daniele, Nicolò, Gilberto In scena 

Scena 25 
a-Camera 
matrimoniale I Boyle, Ragazzo Boyle 35 min Francesca, All In scena 

Scena 26 a-Biblioteca I 
Voce giornalista, Metcalf, Gils, 
Molly, Wren 25 min 

Nicolò, Daniele, Sylvia, Gilberto + 
voce femminile 

In scena + fuori 
campo 

Scena 27 a-Biblioteca I Molly, Paravicini 15 min Sylvia, Lorenzo In scena 
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Appendix 3: Production Schedule 

Fabulae episode one: Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf 

 

2015 

13th January: first presentation meeting, Maison Milano (Milano) 

15th January: location inspection in Inveruno (final location of the shootings) 

24th January: first casting, Maison Milano 

1st February: second casting, private location 

4th February: meeting at assistant director’s place: actor roles and main plan 

5th February: script breakdown  

12th February: meeting with cast and crew, coworking space (Milano). Reading of the script 

17th February: first working day on the set. Cleaning, checking the presence of some props 

19th February: second working day on the set. Team building dinner and rehearsals on the set 

20th-22nd February: first shooting weekend, location a 

27th, 28th February, 1st March: second shooting weekend, location a 

2nd March: location scouting for external shootings, Alagna Valsesia 

13th-15th  March: third shooting weekend, location a 

16th March: location scouting for external shootings, Varese 

18th March: location scouting for external shootings, Gallarate 

21st March: shooting equipment moved from location a to location b 

22nd March: fourth shooting weekend, location b and location c. Last shooting day 

6th May: meeting production manager and director 

28th May: private showing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

location a: main set, Inveruno 

location b: secondary set, Gallarate 

location c: outdoor set 
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Appendix 4: Example of daily schedule 

SCENE SET  LIGHT ROLES GG TIME 

13 Location 1: Sala 
da pranzo 

I/G Chiara, 
Riccardo 

2 8.30 

15 Location 1: 
Corridoio 

I/G Chiara, 
Riccardo, 

Lamarmora 

2 9.40 

9 Location 1: 
Ripresa per 

proseguimento 
in esterno 

I/G Chiara, 
Riccardo 

2 10.50 

11B Location 1:  
Ripresa per 

proseguimento 
in esterno 

I/G Chiara, 
Riccardo 

2 11.10 

22 Location 1: 
Ingresso 
corridoio 

I/G Chiara, 
Boemi, 

Giovanni 

2 11.30 

27 Location 1:  
Camera  

I/G Boemi, 
Giovanni 

2 12.10 

Pausa pranzo 13.00 -14.00 
23 Location1: 

Biblioteca 
I/G Boemi, 

Riccardo, 
Lamarmora 

2 14.40 

24 Location1: 
Biblioteca 

I/G Farabone, 
Riccardo, 

Chiara, 
Boemi 

2 15.10 

26 Location 1: 
Biblioteca 

I/G Lamarmora, 
Riccardo, 
Farabone 

2 16.10 

28 Location 1: 
Biblioteca 

I/G Lamarmora, 
Riccardo, 
Farabone, 

Chiara 

2 17.10 

29 Location 1: 
Biblioteca 

I/G Chiara, 
Montuori 

2 17.40 

1 Location 1: Sala 
giochi 

I/N  Montuori, 3 
comparse 
maschili, 1 
comparsa 
femminile 

2 19.00 
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Appendix 5: Why do independents make movies? 

Overview of the background voice monologue of video made by the filmmaker Darious Britt. 

The video is about independent filmmaking (2015).  

 

Why do independents make films? 

 

“When a script that they started to write almost a year ago seems impossible to be finished, when the most 

comfortable advice is “go and make a movie”, when it means business plans, accounting, contracts, filling 

taxes and all the boring stuff that no one talks about. When the financing they’ve been talking about for a 

year fall through for the third time, when they need the help from family and friends, when the crowdfunding 

campaign fails, when they have empty bank accounts, expired credit cards, when they need to call for favors 

to have a crew or the crew is just made by themselves, when bad films are just hard to do as good one. When 

there is so much planning involved (shortlists, storyboards, location scoutings, camera texting), when the 

main actor bails closer to the beginning of the filming, when most of the time is spent trying to solve 

problems, cutting and rewriting entire scenes because they are almost out of money, when they are 

constantly looking for clean audio because there are airplanes, trains, motorbikes, ambulances. When the 

budget is so low that they have to do everything by themselves, when they need more days to re-shoot to 

fix all the problems at the text screenings. When some festivals have a good turn out and others don’t, when 

the marketing power behind films take the control and mediocre films found success and good ones don’t, 

when they hear things like less than 2% of independents make their money back and almost every filmmaker 

has been ripped off. 

 

Because they have to. They are fulfilling a need to tell a story that started from a calling, an obsession. 

Because through making films they know who they are and what they can offer, because they want to tell 

you a story the only they can tell you and because they can speak for those who don’t have a voice. They 

take what they have and try to make the best out of it. They live for the magical moment in which their 

production becomes real, for the reactions of their fans. But mostly, because they love it and at the end of 

the day they can watch their movie and proudly say that they made it”. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQn_MGrhljc 

 


